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ABSTRACT
Thisstudyaims to analyze the movements of modern architecturefollowing the
foundationof theTurkish Republic, throughthe Cultureparkin izmir. The analyses
willcoverthe period between 1930 and 1950, startingwith the foundation of the
TurkishRepublic and covering the initial planning phase of the izmir Fair and
Cultureparkidea.
Themodernisationand Westernizationtrends in architecturein Turkey during the
specifiedperiod are observed in the izmir Culturepark. The political ideology,
involvingthe attributesof the single party system, and the prevailing economical
conditions,reflectingthe state socialism approach, had importantinfluence on the
changingunderstanding in architectural expression. These reflections concern
boththe inclusion of the Culturepark in the urban design of izmir and the
temporarypavilionbuildings designed and constructed for the izmir International
Fair. These characteristics make the izmir Fair different from comparable
InternationalFairs of the World and give a unique identity:The InternationalFair in
izmirof Turkey. Furthermore, in addition to providing a medium to display the
technologicaladvancements of the time, like other similar fairs, the izmir
InternationalFair has been aimed to be a demonstrationof the political,social, or
economicpower of a nation,that has just conquerred the war independence. The
objectiveof the Fair was to show the world and the citizens of Turkey, the
determinationof the young Turkish Republic in modernisationthrough reforms.
Analyzingthe form and design characteristicsof architecturalartifacts in the izmir
Cultureparkwill reflect the existing architectural understanding of the period as
wellas providinginsightsrelatingto futuredevelopments.
Ijz
Butez,Turkiye'deCumhuriyet'inkurulmasindansonraki donemin modern mimarllk
hareketlerinin,izmir'de, izmir Enternasyonel Fuan ve Kultorpark uzerinden
okunmaslnlhedeflemektedir.Bu okuma Fuar'in fikir olarak ilk ortaya c;lkl~hedefini
de yerine getirdigi ve Cumhuriyetin kurlu~undan ba~lamak uzere 1930'den
1950'lerekadarolan donemde yapllacaktlr.
Bu dbnem Turkiye'de mimarllk alanindaki modernizm ve c;agda~la~ma,izmir
Fuanndagbzlemlenebilmektedir.Mimari anlaYI~atakidegi~imdetek partili rejimin
etkileriniigerenpolitikideoloji ve Turkiye'dekidevletc;ideolojiyiyansltan ekonomik
durumda etkiliolmu~tur.Soz konusu etkilerhem Kultorpark'inkentsel mekan fikri
olarak ortaya glkl~ina, he,m de Kultorpark'ta yer alan izmir Enternasyonel
Fuan'ndakigec;icipavyon yapllanna yanslmaktadlr. izmir Fuan, dunyadaki diger
EnternasyonelFuariardan bu aC;llardanfarkllla~makta,Turkiye ve izmir'e ait olarak
varolmaktadlr.Aynca, izmir Fuan, dunyadaki diger fuarlar gibi gunun yeni
teknolojikgeli~imlerininsergilenmesinin yanlslra, sava~tanyeni C;lkml~olan ve
kendiniyenilemeyive gagda~la~tlrmaYIhedeflemi~bir ulkenin hem kendisine hem
degevresineguggosterisidir.
Fuardakimimarllk orneklerinin bigimsel olarak incelenmesi, donemin mevcut
mimaritutum ve usluplannl yansltacagl gibi, sonraki geli~imve degi~imlerede
ipUl;:lansunacaktlr.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1.AIM OF THE STUDY
This study alms to analyze the interactions between the socioeconomic and
culturalprofileof the young Turkish Republic duringthe foundation period, and the
izmirCultureparkfrom an architect'sperspective.The selected period (1930-1950)
is specific because at that time, modernization was emphasized politically and
culturally,and it was perceived as a governmentpolicy. The izmir Fair was a part
of the modernization process of Turkey, but it had one more important role of
provingto the whole World and the citizens of the Country itself that it was an
economicallyand industrially growing country. In this respect the architectural
structureof the Izmir Fair had a propoganda mission. The foundation of the
Turkishrepublicfollows the war of independence,which has been a modeland an
inspirationfor many countires. Furthermore, the new republic had a very
revolutionarynature and the reforms aimed to reshape the whole nation
concerningcultural, social, political,educational, religious, legislative, commercial
Issues.
Architectureof revolutionspresents a contradictionwithin itself. Ususally there is a
disparitybetween the revolutionarydream and the politicalfactors that shape the
architecturalproducts.Architects need clients to realise their buildingsand utopian
projectsare destined to remain on paper with a few exceptions (Yurekli, 1995).
Thedesigns that"havenot remainedon paper and reflectthe revolutionaryideas of
intellectualshave been small-scale buildingsof an experimentalnature.This is the
reasonwhy ephemeral architectureduringthe revolutionaryperiod could retain its
identity.
The architecturein Turkey during the post-revolutionaryperiod is affected by the
internationaltrends of modernization,functionalityand rationalismas well as from
thenational spirit of the foundation period. Within this atmosphere, monumental
buildings in Ankara are· analogous to such buildings in Germany or Russia
1
followingrespectiverevolutions.However, the izmir Culturpark and the izmir Fair
is uniquewith regard to accommodatingthe small scale, modernist architectural
understandingwith the propaganda element involved.The exhibition feature and
thetemporarystructuresemployed in design providespecial attributesto pavilion
buildings.
The architecture within the Culturepark can be described as exhibition
architecture.In accordance with the temporarycharacterof exhibitionarchitecture,
developmentsof the country and the society are successfully reflected in izmir
Culturepark.The birthof the izmir Fair is due to the modernizingrevolutionsof the
TurkishRepublic and the Kemalist understanding.Therefore it is importantto first
discussthe socioeconomic, political,and culturalatmosphere surrounding Turkey
duringthe foundation of the Republic that may have impact on architectural
expression.Subsequently, the interrelationshipsbetween the Post-Revolutionary
Periodarchitecture,the izmir Culturepark and the izmir InternationalFair can be
analyzed.
1.2.DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Nationaland International Exhibitions are intended to provide a suitable
environmentfor countries to show and exhibit their industrial,agricultural,art and
craftsmanshipproducts and objects, and are prepared by the government,
constitutionsor persons. The industrialexhibitions date back to the middle ages,
butthe first time they became international is at the mid 19th century, especially
afterthe Napoleon Wars. It became a problem to find new markets and raw
materialfor the increasingamountof productionin the whole of Europe, especially
in England. Naturally, the major stipulation of finding new markets is to first
introducethe goods to foreign countries. Therefore, one of the best ways to find
newmarketshas been through internationalfairs (Onsoy, 1983, pg. 195).
Fairs,in additionto having the attributesof expositions,also involveentertainment
elements,such as culturalevents, competitions,amusementevents, and the sale
ofgoods.The izmir InternationalFair, therefore has this additional mission which
makesit more attractivefor the public and aims to attract a large number of
2
visitors.
The phenomenon of the industrial exhibition was a product of the industrial
revolutionof the 18th and 19th centuries,and the pursuitof markets by the capitalist
industry,which created it. Their inspiration and prototype lay in the trading fairs
whosehistorystretchedwell back into the Middle Ages and the first of the great
internationalexhibitions, in London's Crystal Palace in 1851, left an indelible
impressionon the numerous visitors. From the beginning whether national or
international,the industrial exhibitions were not just places for demonstrating
progress(Buck-Morss, 1993). "They were simultaneouslya new type of cultural
festival,and as such a place for culturalself advertisement"(Cook, 1987, pg.78).
Anothermajor important feature of such international exhibitions is that they
providea powerful relationand communicationbetween regions and countriesas
diplomatictools (Kaya, 1995). Before the 1851 Great Exhibition, there have been
NationalExpositions. In 1756-57 in London, 1763 Paris, 1760 Hamburg, 1791
Pragueand 1798 Paris (Benjamin, 1995).
Notall opinions on internationalfairs are positive.According to Walter Benjamin,
fairs are places of worship for fetishes called "goods" (Benjamin, 1995). The
leadersof internationalfairs are national industrialfairs of which the first one was
realizedin 1798 in Champs de Mars. This Fair was organized with the aim of
entertainingthe workers class and has turned into an entertainmentof equalness
insociety.The fairs, according to Benjamin become phantasmagoricplaces where
peoplego to spend their time and the individual leaves himself to be steered by
theenvironment.The grandeur of the products and the entertainingatmosphere
surroundingthem is glorified. The capitalist~ulture'sphantasmagoria is exhibited
inthemostsplendid way in such exhibitions(f3enjamin,1995,pg.85).
The most important aspect that differentiates the industrial exhibitions from
traditionalfestivals is that the projects are achieved through competitions.
Generallythere is an internationalrivalry in the industrialexhibitions through the
architecturalcompetitionsand awards. The subjectof this rivalryis industrialization
andthe field of the rivalry in these exhibitionsof the industrialized countries has
been building technologies. The countries that have not been able to attain
3
industrializationhave generally participated in these exhibitions with traditional
architecturein their pavilions.The OttomanEmpire constitutesan exampleto such
situations.
As mentioned above, fairs are places for ephemeral architecture. Ephemeral
architecturehas a special place in the history of the Young Turkish Republic.
Howeverit is not possible to state that all the ephemeral architecturein the period
is revolutionary. The fact that the function of ephemeral architecture is
advertisementand sometimes propaganda or commercial and aims to be
expressive,although the client is usually the government,ephemeral architecture
hasthe chance of being more avant-gardethan prominentarchitecturedue to the
factthat the buildings are temporary, small and aim to be noticeable (Yurekli,
1995).
Ephemeralarchitecturehas been morewidely used afterthe mid 19th century,due
totheevolving revolutionaryreactionseconomicallyand politicallydue the growing
capitalistindustrialization.It is possible to state that with the growing international
economical rivalryr economics and politics and international economics and
internationalpolitics have had to be considered together. At this period, the
revolutionistapproaches become mainly economical. It is natural that at such a
time,the economical and political characteristicsof architecturegain importance.
Ephemeral architecture is suitable for the search of the ideal because of its
experimentalnature. But the attenuation of ephemeral architecture, specifically
duringthe second half of the 19th and the 20th centuries, can be attributedto its
capabilityto symbolize economic growth in terms of politicalapproaches which is
largelydue to the progress in industrialization.This kind of progress both enables
new construction techniques for buildings, and also extends the market for
industrialgoods and invigoratesinternationaleconomic affairs. (Yurekli, 1995)
"Exhibitionarchitecture always has a temporary character. But this does not
preventit from reflectingthe developmentof its own cultureand society with great
clarity,precisely because of its concentrated almost poster-like form. " (Cook,
1987pg.80) Cook continues statingthat the pavilionsof the Soviet Union, both at
homeand abroad, have always reflectedthe front line, the innovativetrendwithin
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Sovietarchitectureof their period. It may not be possible to state that the Turkish
Pavilionsabroad have always reflectedthe front line of Turkish architecture,but it
istruefor most of the pavilions designed for the izmir InternationalFair between
1936andthe 1950s.
Thistemporaryarchitectureholds a unique place in the modernizing revolutionof
theTurkish Republic, both because of the attractions that take place with the
attendanceof large amounts of people, and their ability to reach thousands of
people.They providea chance with this abilityto convey ideological or economical
messagesto masses. Therefore, to incorporate an ideological message into
buildingsthat would be visited by many people during the post-revolutionary
periodseems like a rationalidea.
TheCrystal Palace of the 1851 Great Exhibitionwas designed by Joseph Paxton.
Itis regardedto as a turningpoint in the historyof modern architecturesince it is
thefirstlarge scale official buildings to have left all references to historic building
types(Norberg-Schulz, 1983). Some thoughtthey faced danger: "the proliferation
ofa blond,materialisticfunctionalismlackingthe qualityof a true expressive style"
(Curtis,1987,pg.38). The studies for the 1851Great Exhibitionstarted in 1849.An
architecturalcompetitionwas opened for the exhibitionbuilding it"!1850, but none
of the projects (more than 200 participants) were accepted (Norberg-Schulz,
1983).Consequently, the buildingwas commissionedto Joseph Paxton, who was
educatedneither as an architect nor as an engineer. Nevertheless, he had
designedgreenhouse buildings previously (Frampton, 1992). The building was
completelyprefabricated and was a "standardizationmasterpie~e"according to
Norberg-Schulz.Similar kinds of buildings were used in comm~rcialexhibitions
followingthe Crystal Palace.
A second internationalexhibitionwas arranged in 1862 in England. Consequently
between1855and 1900 five major international exhibitions followed in France
(Frampton,1992; c;elik, 1992). In the 1&89exhibitionin France, the exhibitionwas
no longer in a single building, but in a number of buildings (Frampton, 1992).
Framptonrelatesthis to the range of sizes and variationsof the exhibitedproducts
andthe independence that international competition demands. The two most
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famousbuildings of the 1889 exhibitionare the Galeries des Machines by Victor
Contaminand the tower by Gustave Eiffel, architectureof "spanning"in steel.
As can be seen, the special place of ephemeral architecturedoes not only lie in
the necessity of the revolutionary governments to express themselves.
Temporalityis a characteristicof the revolutionaryidea in the understandingof the
modernworld. The futuristic manifesto by Sant' Elia, expresses the search for
beautyof the new age as follows: "The disagreement between the modern times
andthe past is a combination of all variables that are present now but were
nonexistentin the past. We are experiencingmany elements in our daily livingthat
ourancestors could not even dream of. The resultingpossibilities and intellectual
approaches had many reflections. Of these, the most important is a new
understandingof beauty,which is notyet quite maturebutwhich is very appealing
formasses. We have lost our sensitivityfor the monumental,heavy and static;our
enriched preferences are now for the light, practical, temporary and fast.
Cathedrals,palaces, convention halls are not for us; we are the people to whom
largehotels, train stations, big avenues, big harbors, malls, glittering galleries,
beltways,abolishing and restructuringprojects are appealing."(Conrads, 1991).
Onthe one h?nd, meaningattributedto the ephemeral characterwith avant garde
approaches, and on the other hand the international economical propaganda
dimension, provide an interesting feature of the temporary architecture and
consequently,ofthe buildingsin the fair.
Thepresent~tudyevaluates the izmir Fair from this perspectiveand analyses the
eventin depth.
1.3.METHOD OF THE STUDY
Inthis study, in order to understandthe significance of the izmir Fair, the situation
of the young Turkish Republic and the movements in architecture have to be
understoodin depth as well as the evolutionof the Culturepark in which the izmir
Fairs have taken place. The architecturalworks within the izmir Fair are not only
products,but are the result of a whole act of the modernizingefforts of the young
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TurkishRepublicin an era thatthe countrywas ruled by a single party. Information
on all the topics has been gathered through written and pictorial references and
throughinterviewswith persons who have livedthe selected period.
TheSecondChapterdeals with the state of the Republic between 1923 and 1950.
The architecturaltrends in the Turkish Republic are studied with regard to the
politicalregimeand the interactionsof the ideologyand the architectureproduced,
especiallyconsideringthe historical,social and materialconditions in the country.
In this respect, historical events that have directly influenced the architectural
artifactscan not be separated from the culturalmodernizationprogram.The roots
oftheizmirFair can be tracedwithinthis culturalmodernizationprogram,.
The Third Chapter deals with the history of the Expositions and their evolution,
leadingto the Culturepark and the izmir Fair that took place in it. The first hints
existin theOttomanExpositions,which were an importantpartof the Westernizing
Effortsof the OttomanEmpire. Following the formationof the Turkish Republic, the
exposition enthusiasm continues starting with the 1923 Domestic Products
Exhibition,carriedto izniir where the First Congress of Economics took place. It is
necessaryto understandthe evolution of the Culturepark,and the ideas behind it
inorderto understandthe architecturethatwas producedwithin it.
The fourth chapter aims to analyze the architectural artifacts within the
Culturepark.These are specific buildings designed to function as pavilions, and
their special characteristics involve' being ephemeral or temporary. It will be
questionedwhether they are reflectiveof the modernistarchitecturaltrends in the
countrythroughcomparison. These architecturalartifactswill be analyzed through
thiscomparison.
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CHAPTER 2:
ARCHITECTURE IN TURKEY DURING THE REPUBLICAN PERIOD
The intervalbetween the declaration of the Turkish Republic and the Second
World War marks the "Foundation and Organization" period of Turkish
architecture.In association with the transition from the Ottoman Empire to the
TurkishRepublic, transformational paradigms of the period rather than internal
dynamicsof the domain of architectureinfluencedarchitecturalstyle. Architecture
ofthedemocraticstate was relatedto the social historyas well as to the modernist
approachesand conceptualization(Batur, 1998).
Althoughsocial structurehas a significant impacton architecture,it is not the only
determiningfactor. Social structure"affectsarchitecturalexpression, however other
marginalor anonymous effects or factors shaping the physical environmentshould
not be overlooked. On one hand, construction strategies arising from social
necessities,on the other hand, conceptualizationpatternsare important.
Sincethe pertainingsocioeconomic conditionsgreatly influencethe environmental
needs of a society, new trends in architecture and urban planning would be
expectedto flourish following the Turkish revolution.During the first five years of
thenew republic, the prioritieswere on providingthe infrastructurefor economical
and industrial development. Subsequently, urban design, architectural
restructuringand reconstructionprojectsgained significance.This period overlaps
withthe worldwide economical crisis of 1929. The "Moderate State Socialism,,1
•
model,which was developed since 1923 and formulatedduring the 1929 crisis,
allowed the state to coordinate the planning processes and appoint foreign.
architectsas required by state poricies.The crisis of 1929 affected all countries
significantlyexcept Russia, because Russia had a closed economy. The Turkish
Republicwas greatly influenced by the economical policyof Russia (Lewis, 1962),
and the izmir culturepark is a reflection of these effects. In other words, the
partisaneconomical approach in Russia became an archetype.Visiting Russia to
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explorefairspresumablyresultedfrom this influence.The 1929 crisis necessitated
anurgentinterventionand the state-based economy adopted by Russia appeared
tobea suitablemodel because Russia was the only countrythatwas not affected.
Meanwhile,during the foundationperiod, the young Turkish Republic was already
inclined to state socialism, and the /zmir Fair was actualized with this
understanding.
Until1946, in accordance with the State Socialism model and the one-party
politicalsystem,the majorityof the planned constructionwork and the appointment
offoreignarchitectswere carriedout by the state (NaSir, 1997).
The present study is concerned with this period. In order to understand the
circumstancesin izmir and the izmir Fair, comprehension of the architectural
movementsin Turkey is essential.
2.1.ARCHITECTURE IN TURKEY BEFORE THE REPUBLICAN PERIOD
Developmentsin the West during the 19th century, especially forms employed in
theexteriors,are marked with the dominationof historical styles: neo-c1assicism.
Thisinfluenceis limitedonly to exteriors because new requirementsand functions
didnotendure neo-c1assicalsolutions in interiordesign. This trend is apparent in
lateOttoman architectural products because of the intense cultural, educational
andtechnical interactions. In Anatolia, it was not sufficient to nourish solely the
"Greekrevival" and therefore the employment of architectural forms and styles
symbolizingthe Eastern and the Islamic traditionwas deemed appropriate.All the
architecturalstyles and patternsdeveloped within the boundaries of the Ottoman
Empirehad a great impact on later architecturaloutput. Many foreign architects,
andlocal architectstrained in Europe, combinedthese forms with the architectural
stylesof the Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque periods. Some examples of this
trendare given in Table 1 (S6zen and Tapan, 1973):
, Theterm 'State Socialism' is used to express the term 'Devletc;ilik'.
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Figure 2.1- Sirkeci Railway Station, Jachmund, end of 19th century (fromTOmer,
1998, pg. 8)
Figure 2.2- DOyun-uUmumiye,Valoury and d'Aronco, end of 19th century (from
TOmer,1998, pg.8)
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Table 2. 1: Important buildings of the late Ottoman period
Building Original nameCityDateArchitect
~IraganPalace
<;Irag nSaraYIistanbu1871S rkisB ly
(Abdtilaziz)Haydarpa~a
Ha darp ~aV l uryand
Medic lSchool
Tibbi eOkul Raimondo
d'AroncoistanbulHigh
Dtiyun-u
SchoolforBoys
Umumiye
OttomanBankin
Galata'daki
Galata
sm n lB nkasl
irkeciRa way
S rkeciG rlJ chmundJ
tation2 Haydarpa~a
Garll906-1909OttoRitt r nd
RailwayStation4
HelmuthCuno
2.1.1."iTTIHAT VE TERAKKI" PARTY PERIOD
"ittihatve Terakki" party period started with a constitution reform in 1908. The
"ittihatve Terakki" party period, alternativelycalled as the "Young Turks" (Jon
Turkler) period, marks a very important determining phase in the political
solicitationof the Turkish revolution(Aydin, 1993).The Westernization movement
thathadstarted in the 19th centuryhad gained momentum.Following World War I,
unlikethe preceding reign, the revisionist regimeaimed at gaining power over the
Westerncountries. A new dynamism was apparent in the intellectual life of
istanbul,starting with the new party and the new constitution,accepted in 1908
(Lewis,1962).."In a spate of periodicals and books, the basic problems of religion
andnationality,of freedom and loyalty in the modern state, were discussed and
examined;in the new parliamentaryand administrativeapparatus thatfollowed the
revolution,new methods of governmentwere devised and put to the test." (Lewis,
1962,pg. 208).
2 Local and nationalistic architecturalpatterns were used in facades and column capitals to reflect
theIslamictradition.
3 Jachmundwas a teacher at the School of Engineering and Mimar Kemalettinwas his student.
4 Revitalizationof Western eclecticism: Central European Baroque style was used instead of local
patterns.
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Thisperiodhelped to set the stage for the new Turkish Republic. The intellectual
infrastructureof the 19th century gained impetus and led the way for the political
revolutionof the 1908. The "ittihat ve Terakki" party period witnessed many
intellectualand cultural movements that have influenced the Turkish Republic.
Mostimportantly,educationwas reformed. In literature,foreignteachings provided
thetheoreticalfoundation of politicaland social criticisms.The social sciences of
the19thCentury dominated the thinking of Turkish reformersand revolutionaries.
Anotheraccomplishmentof the partywas to provoke activeparticipationin politics
amongjournalists and intellectualpeople (Weiker, 1981). The "ittihatve Terakki"
partynotonly changed the politicalsystem, but also reshaped the society through
Westernexposure. The party members believed in the need to reorganize and to
renewthe society totally, in order to save the empire from collapsing. A societal
revolutionwas of vital importance if Turkey were to survive and join the modern
world.(Ahmad, 1995).
Duringthis period, all the privileges bestowed to foreigners were waived. The
mediareflectedthese actions as the opening of a new page in history, presenting
theTurks with an opportunity to be independent in their development efforts.
Furthermore,the economical politics of the proposed State Socialism sought
publicinterest. The state undertook to accomplish projects that could not be
feasiblycarried out by individuals because of low profit profile, but were essential
forthedevelopmentof infrastructure.Later, the Republican State also adopted the
samepolicy,which became officialby 1930s (Ahmad, 1995).
Probablybecause of the cosmopolitan social structure of the city, "ittihat ve
Terakki"administrationimposed a special emphasis on izmir. Rahmi Bey (Evranos
Arslan),who was among the leading membersof the partyserved as the governor
of izmir between 1913 and 1917, the city underwent substantial restructuring
accompaniedby the new ideology. During this period, a national identity was
soughtwithout opposing the Western culture. In architecture,Seljuk and Ottoman
elementswere employed (EyOce, 1996).
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2.1.2.ARCHITECTURE DURING 1910-1927
Theeclecticapproach in architecture,which dominated the late Ottoman period,
continuedafter the foundation of the Turkish Republic in 1923. During the first
decadeof the 20th century (1905), isolated from the developments in Europe,
simulationsof ornamental architectural elements of the Ottoman religious
buildingswereemployed with a Neo- Classicist approach, in an effort to constitute
a "nationalistarchitecture".The foreign architects in Turkey also adopted this
approach.This period was an extension of the 19th century eclectic attitudeand
accornodatednational features in the design of buildings. Consequently, a "Neo-
Classic"era in Turkish architectureemerged. The most famous architects of this
periodare Vedat Bey and Kemalettin Bey. Graduates of the "Sanayi-i Nefise
Mekteb-iAlisi" school, founded in 1882, were also proponents of this movement.
After1927,this architecturaltrendwas suspended with the influence of the foreign
architects,and subsequently Turkish architecture achieved a distinct identity
(SozenandTapan, 1973).
Itshouldnotbe overlooked that the Ottoman Revival created by the First National
ArchitecturalMovement is not simply a reflectionof the eclecticismof the West. It
isimportantthat this movement is the first attemptto internalizeand integratean
approachthathas arisen from the "modernworld"(Tanyeli, 1998).
Thebuildingsin Table 2 are all large and monumental relative to the prevailing
financialconditionsand the dimensions of the cities. In most of the buildings, the
BayxArtStyle is apparentwith new constructiontechnologyand new materials.All
thebuildingsof this period contain the elements of NationalArchitecture. Most of
the:architects,with the exception of the younger ones, are distinguished and
faniousarchitectsof the pre-revolutionperiod. Motifs from the Seljuk and Ottoman
periodsare observed. Symmetry, axial massive organization are prominent
featureswitha European Neoclassical touch (Batur, 1998).
2.1.2.1.FIRST NATIONAL ARCHITECTURE MOVEMENT: PRE-REPUBLICAN
PERIOD (1923-1928)
Thedeclarationof the Turkish Republic resultedin the confrontationof Turkey with
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theWestern world very intensely. The ongoing wars and the 1sl Nationalist
movementhad prevented Turkey from direct contact with the West. During this
period,in Europe the dominantapproach in architecturewas a revolutionaryone
ofabolishingthe old totally and restructuringeverythingwith a new architectural
understanding.This trend was welcomed by the young Turkish architects who
wereagainst using old symbolic representations in design only for the sake of
nationalism.Young Turkish architects were inclined to adopt the western
rationalism(Eyuce, 1996).
Duringthe first few years after the war of independence, the emphasis was on
repairingand renovating old buildings and initiating the designing of new
structures.A relativelyhigh percentageof the budget, 15% was allocated to public
improvements.During the period between 1923-1926,agriculturalproductionwas
quitefulfillingand supported the imperative infrastructureexpenses. The priority
areas were: Publicization of infrastructure establishments, development of
transportation etworks, service buildings that should accompany engineering
investments,renovationof Anatolian cities affectedby the war, small scale service
andprestige buildings, restructuringof Ankara as the capital city of the new
republic,providingresidences for the citizens immigratingfrom regions outside the
National(Misak-I Millli) borders (Batur, 1998). "The face of Ankara was
transformedby a vast building programwhose aim was to adorn the new capital
withmonumentalgovernment buildings symbolizing the victory and ambitions of
thenewstate"(Yavuz and Ozkan, 1984,p.51).
Thenew republic not only had limitedfinancial resources, but it also lacked the
industryto support the constructionwork. Only a few lumber, cement and brick
factorieswere functional and they could provide only 1/3 of the market demand.
Furthermore,the number of technical staff, includingarchitectsand engineers, as
wellas technicians and qualifiedworkers, was insufficient.The major two factors
underlyingthis insufficiency were losses due to the wars and the emigration of
ethnicpeoplefrom Turkey, among who were manyskillfulcraftsmen(Batur, 1998).
Duringthis period, although there were financial shortfalls and acute shortages,
peoplewere motivatedand willingto work hard (Yavuz and Ozkan, 1984).
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Thefirst five years of the republic does not involve impressive construction
accomplishments.The production of private construction firms was limitedto to
residentialbuildings (single houses and apartmentbuildings) and a few industrial
andcommercialbuildings in Ankara and, to a lesser extent, in istanbul.Overall, no
othercities can be cited during this period concerning construction investment
(Batur,1998).
Thecityof izmir flourished when Dr. Behget Uz became the Mayor in 1931; the
izmirFestivaland subsequently the izmir Fair was the major event that captured
theattentionof the state.
Figure2.3- AgricultureBank, General Directorate,Mongeri, 1927 (fromTOmer,
1998,pg.22)
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Table 2.2: Important buildings of the foundation (1923-1928)period
Building Original nameCityDateArchitect
TurkishParliament
Ttirkiye Btiytik MilletAnk ra1924Vedat Bey (Tek)
(second)
Mec1isi Binasl
GaziandLatife
Gazi ve Latife 0 kullarlMukbil Kemal
Schools Ministryof Finance
aliye Bakanhgl5Halim
Binasl HotelAnk raPalace
Ankar P l s Oteli6
firstplan) CourtHouse
dl S r Yl
GaziEducation
zi Egitim Enst ttistiK malettin B y
Institutions
Binalan
OttomanB nk
sm h B nkaslGiulio Mo geri
AgricultureBank,
Z rat Bank l Gene7
GeneralDirectorate
tidt rltik Bin sl
Min stryof N tional
l Egiti BakanhglArif Hikmet Bey
Educati
sl (Koyuncuoglu)
StateMo opoly
T el Ge el Mtidt r tik8
StateRailways
D vlet De r Y o lan
A m ni t ation
~ etmeM d rltig i
Bi a lr~Bank,Ge er l
i Ba kasl Ge elr
Dire tor te E hnographyMuseum
E nografya Mtiz si
(Koyuncuoglu)r is Gui d
t r Ocagl Bi as-
1930
(Koyuncuo lu)
l
i Si mirNe eddin
Emre)PostOffice
P.T.T. Bin SK yFati Ulkt
Ottom Bank Binasl EvkafResidential
v f Ap rt nl
partme ts
1928
Kay Commercial
Koy i~h
Buildi g St ckEx hange
B sa S r
Gr atK rdlyah
k K lyah Hanh F syi
C ercialBuilding Tay a eReside tial
ar Ap r m lK m lettin Be
A n
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Figure 2.4- EthnographyMuseum and the Turkish Guild, Arif Hikmet Bey, 1928
(fromTekeli,1998,pg.61)
Figure2.5- Ko« Commercial Building, KemalettinBey, 1928 (from Batur, 1998,
pg.212)
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Figure 2.6- Second Turkish Parliament,Vedat Tek, 1924 (fromTekeli, 1998,
pg.63)
All theofficialand residentialbuildingsdesigned and constructedduring the initial
five years following the declaration of Ankara as the capital of the Turkish
Republic,are productsof the First NationalArchitecturalMovement. However, this
movement,which contained elements from the 15th and 16th century classical
OttomanReligious Architecture, was far from reflectingthe determinationof the
young republic for advancement and modernization. Furthermore, the First
NationalArchitecturalMovementwas influencedby the "ittihatve Terakki" Partl ,
whichwas contradictory to the constitutional staff. Considering the disparity
betweenthe Ottoman revisionism(attemptsto merge the East and the West) and
thetotalmodernizationefforts of the republicans, this apparent antagonism was
rationaland hard to surpass, if not impossible...As a result of this overall conflict,
constitutionalofficials opposed the the First National Architectural Movement,
containingthe conventionalOttomanattributes(NaSIr, 1997).
5 Unionand Progress Party, in power afterthe 1908 revolution
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The foundationyears, in general, met the demands of the period, employing the
availabletheoreticaland technical styles. The prominent architects of the time,
VedatBeyand Kemalettin Bey, had a great impact on the dominant style of the
foundationperiod.
The effectsof Kemalist ideology on Architecture are along the same lines as its
effectson other areas: Realism and nationalism. Consequently, the Modern
Movementin architecture comprises the same elements in design as the
positivismof the republicans. The architectureof the foundation period averted
fromthe nationalistic characteristics, quite rapidly and a transformation was
perceptiblestarting1927 (Batur, 1998).
Themajordrivingforce in diagnosingthe need for planning, and movingthrougha
programmedevelopmentwas "Kemalism" (Nasir, 1997). The modernist,.avant-
gardearchitectureof the periodwas called "new architecture"and accommodated
thebasicprinciplesof rationalismand functionality.These attributesdefined the
"buildingof a nation"concept in both the metaphoricaland the actual implications
ofthetermsand reflectedall the integrity,optimismand excitementof Kemalism
(Bozdogan,1998).
In 1931, Atatork observed that although very serious planning was needed for
restructuringof the country to meet the demands of the nascent industrialized
nation,Turkey did not have sufficientlytrained specialists. Therefore, unqer the
guidanceof Atatork, high level administrators agreed on the need to invite
speciallytrained architects to fill the gap (NaSir, 1997). After 1927, th,is first
NationalArchitecturalMovementwas suspended with the influence of the foreign
architects,and subsequentlyTurkish architectureachieved a distinct identity.
Thearchitectureof the Turkish revolutionwas anticipatedto reflect the Kemalist
ideologyand accommodate the elements that would allow an environment
compatiblewiththe secular trends and scientificapproaches. The individualswere
evolvingand so should the cities... Falih Rlfkl Atay's words accentuate this
necessity:"Life inAnkara was only a sketch: The cityhad to be built!"(Atay, 1930).
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2.2.ARCHITECTURE IN TURKEY DURING THE REPUBLICAN PERIOD
Thearchitecturalenvironmentduring the foundation period of the young Turkish
Republicis markedwith impressive efforts for the establishment of a national
awareness,employing all the assets available. As a consequence of this
movement,political,economical, social and cultural transformations had a great
impactonarchitecturetowards the end of the NationalArchitecturalPeriod.
2.2.1.IDEOLOGY OF THE YOUNG TURKISH REPUBLIC
As Jobardsaid in 1849, importantarchitecturalreforms are always preceded by
significantcivil revolutions. No matter how long the intervals between these
perturbationsmay be, only small changes are observed. The existing schools,
traditionsand ideas cannot be totallywiped out unless a radical movementsets
thestage (Jobard, 1849, from Bumin, 1990). As was observed during the
foundationperiod,the traditionalapproaches continued to co-exist with the new
trends.This is reflected in the approaches of foreign architects, whose numbers
werecontinuouslyincreasing. Local architectsadopted two strategies in order to
verifytheirexistence:While some remaineddevoted to the national architectural
movement,others adopted the international architectural understanding, in
concordancewith the .governmental policies of Westernisation and renovation.
Thisdualisticapproach is apparent not only in local, but also foreign architects:
Neo-c1assicalform and monumentalityon the one hand, and rationalism and
functionon the other (Sozen, 1996). This approach can also be observed in the
izmirFair, especially in the Evkaf Pavilion, which stood in the whole fair as a
representativeof the First NationalStyle.
2.2.2.THE EFFECT OF THE CHANGING POLITICAL AND SOCIAL
STRUCTURE IN; THE YOUNG TURKISH REPUBLIC ON ARCHITECTURE.
Atatork'srevolutionsand reforms in economical, social, cultural and educational
domainschanged Turkish social structure.Atatork, who aimed to dissociate the
youngTurkishRepublic from the mystical inclinationsof the East in all fronts,was
adevoted efenderof a rationalisticapproach in architecture.However, since the
prerequisiteinfrastructurewas not present, the late Ottoman architecturaltrends
andspecificallythe continuing influence of the Western eclecticism on
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architectureanalogous on other culturalelements, hindered the developmentof a
rationalapproach.The influenceof informationtransferon architecturaloutputis a
factthatcannotbe overlooked,and the dominationof architecturalform and style
bychronicledexperience is frequent in the history of architecture.Therefore, the
effectof 19th centuryOttoman architectureon the republican period was not an
exception(Sbzenand Tapan, 1973).
Togetherwith the declaration of the Turkish Republic, the steps towards the
modernizationof Turkey involveda qualitativemodificationof the understandingof
spatialorganization.Especially after 1926, the synthetic modernityapproach was
abandonedand replaced by a fundamentalmodernizationattitude.A nation-state
wasbeingcreated and the founders of this state adopted the development of a
nationalcharacteras their mission. Duringthe single partypoliticalsystem, spatial
organizationwas achieved at two levels: the transformationof the whole countryto
a nation-state,and the reorganizationof the cities as modernized localities (Tekeli,
1998).
2.2.2.1.TRANSITION FROM OTTOMAN REVIVALISM TO MODERNISM
Around the 1930s, the rationalist and functionalist approach of modern
architecturewas dominating the design and construction attitude in Turkey.
Ottomanrevivalismcould not meetthe public improvementdemands of the young
republicconcerning both form and conception. Most importantly, Ottoman
revivalismlacked the concept of a city zoning plan and urbanization; emphasis
was on monumental status buildings, which were very expensive, and the
constructionperiod took very long. The needs of the young republic were
incompatiblewith this approach: archetypal, economical buildings were urgently
needed.Gradually, National Architecturecame to be representedwith decorative
elementsin some buildings, if required. National Architecture had a synthetic
configurationwith effects of the "ittihatve Terakki" nationalismon one hand and
therevivalistand eclecticist trends of Europe on the other. Since the prevalent
atmospherein Turkey was not in agreement with either movement, Nationalist
Architecturerecessed duringthe 1930s (Batur, 1998).
In Europe, the modernist movement, accommodating both collective and
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individualisticcontributions,was gaining popularityon social democrat and liberal
groundsand in oppositionwith traditionaland academic mannerisms (Ozer, 1970).
TheModern,Secular and Constitutional Turkish Nationalism, was in a similar
positionin liberatingitselffrom the "ittihatve Terakki" ideology. Consequently, The
First National Architectural Movement, informally referred to as Ottoman
revivalism,lost its support among both nationaland internationalproponents;after
havingcompletedits historical mission, it was surpassed by the modernist trend
(Batur,1998).
2.2.2.2."TE$VIK-I SANAYI KANUNU" (PROMOTION OF INDUSTRY LAW)
AND FOREIGN ARCHITECTS
Withthedeterminationand radicaldecisions of the initialfive years of the republic,
thefoundationperiod succeeded soundly into a new era. The strength, natureand
inclinationof the new regimewere indisputable.Feudal institutionswere gradually
givingway to a nationalisticstate structure and republican·organizations. These
trendswere influentialon architecture.The mottofor the new period was to reach
thelevelcontemporarycivilization. In conjunctionwith the developments in other
institutions,architecture also restructured itself according to this motto (Batur,
1998).
Followingthe transition period, two facts shaped architecture: The ideological
frameworkof the revolution and state governed economy with associated
industrialinvestments.This combinationshaped the unique characteristicsof this
periodand made the izmir Culturepark project possible. The basic attributes
underlyingthis movementwere determination,devotion,beliefjn the scientificway
ofthinkingand the in benefits of novelty, rationality,functionality.Although this
changingideology arose from the prevailingsocioeconomic conditions in Turkey,
architecturein the Western World was also going:through a similar transition
duringthe same period. The basic argumentamong-Western architects centered
onthe conflict between the traditional academic and historical elitism and the
revolutionaryideas of the. representatives of the· Modern Architectural Trend
emphasizingrationalityand function.
InTurkey,between 1927 and 1930, disbursement for the construction of state
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buildingsincreased. In the 1930s, influencedby the 1929 depression, the Western
Worldadopteda state socialism policy.Consequently,governmentfunds were not
onlyused for maintenance but also for investment to support the highly
acceleratedindustrialization(Batur, 1984).
Thereweresome legislativechanges during the 1927-1930 period that facilitated
industrybased investments and prepared an atmosphere that would assist in
reducingthe feudal paradigms. Both the "Te~vik-iSanayi Kanunu" (Promotion of
IndustryLaw), which was put into force in 1927, and the 1sl 5 year plan, which
becameoperativeon 1934 following a three year preparation period, supported
economyand set the stage for a contemporaryperspective in many fronts (Batur,
1984).
Architectureof the Republican period was born within this socioeconomic
environmentand developed as an ideology that accommodated contemporary
normsandprospects.
TheyoungTurkish Republic aimed to attainthe level of contemporarycivilization
byadoptingthe physical attributesof Western cultureand technology. During the
1927-1940period, although the number of foreign architects invited to Turkey is
notplentiful,the projects they worked on were qualitatively and quantitatively
substantial(Batur, 1998).
AfterProf. H. Jansen won the competitionfor the master plan of Ankara in 1928,
modernistarchitecturewas introducedto Turkey by foreign architects.The earliest
knownexample is the Ministry of Health Building in Slhhiye (Ankara, 1926-1927)
designedby Teodor Post. C. Holzmeister and E.Egli are two prominentfigures of
theperiodconcerning both their academic contributions and consultation work
(Batur,1998).
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Figure2.7-Ministryof Health Building,Theodor Post, 1926-1927(from Nasir,
1997,pg.74)
Between1920-1940 altogether 14 foreign architects and urban designer were
officiallyinvitedto Turkey. Of these 14 architects,10were from German-speaking
countries(9 German and 1 Austrian) showing the cultural ties between the
republicanexecutives and Germans. The ties between Germany and Turkey go
backtoAbdulhamitII when German influencewas apparent in the Ottoman army.
Mostof the graduates of military schools who were trained according~to the
Western/Germantradition were appointed as bureaucrats during the early
constitutionalperiod. Therefore, an inclination towards the Germans could be
anticipated(Nasir, 1997). Furthermore, Germany supported the young Turkish
Republicvery strongly during the foundation period and was the first country to
startbuildingan Embassy in Ankara (K09ak, 1991).
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Therewere other factors, external to Turkey, that facilitated the appointmentof
Germanarchitectsin the 1930s: The racist HitlerRegime in Germany had started
rejectinguniversityprofessors who were Jewish by 1933. Prof. Malche, who was
guidingthe1933UniversityReform in Turkey, contactedProf. Dr. P. Schwartz, the
presidentof the "Association for Assisting German Scientists" in Zurich. This
associationpromised to the Turkish government to provide eminent faculty
memberswithinternationallyacclaimedcredentials.Furthermore,the high salaries
offeredto the foreign architectswere also influential in their decision to come to
Turkey(Tumer, 1998). On June 6, 1933, a committee led by the Minister of
NationalEducation,Re~idGalip, reached an agreementon 30 professors (~aycl,
1987). The architects who came to Turkey through this project taught in
universitiesin addition to being actively involved in designing and constructing
buildings(Nasir, 1997).
However,the introductionof modern architectureto Turkey cannot be attributedto
theseforeignarchitects,since most of themwere not proponents of this trend. For
example,Bruno Taut was very cautious in adopting the formulations of
modernism,if any, and E. Egli's interestin Sinan was influential(Batur, 1998).
FOREIGN ARCHITECTS AND THEIR BUILDINGS:
Itisimportantto understandthe ideas of the foreign architects in this period since
theyhavebeen influentialon Turkish architectswith both their works as architects
andtheirrolesas educators in the Turkish schools of architecture.The buildingsin
theizmirFairalso reflectsome of the concepts broughtby these architects.One of
thebuildingsin the Culturepark, the Culture Pavillion, was actually designed by
BrunoTaut.
• Prof. Dr. Clemens Holzmeister (1886-1983)
Holzmeisterhad started designing buildings in Ankara in 1927; in 1940, he was
appointedto istanbul Technical University,as a Professor of Architecture (Nasir,
1997). C. Holzmeister designed the Administration District of the Jansen Plan
togetherwith some other buildings listed in Table 3. Initially he was contacted
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throught eAustrianEmbassador Horner for designing a building for the Ministry
ofNationalDefense(Kazmaoglu, 1997). Between 1927-1938 Holzmeister worked
inhisofficein Vienna and designed his projects there. However, he frequently
visitedTurkeyto supervise the construction of his buildings. He had a unique
opportunityto designmany importantpublic buildingsduringthe developmentof a
newRepublic(Nasir, 1997).
Immediatelyafter he won the first prize In the competition for the Turkish
ParliamentBuildingin 1937, Germany invadedAustria in 1938.After the invasion,
Holzmeisterhadto leaveVienna and settle in Turkey. He lived in Turkey until1954
andtaughtarchitecture in istanbul Technical University between 1940-1949.
Holzmeistersaid that his desire to design monumental buildings constitute the
majorfactorin his decision to work in Turkey. His buildings were not limitedto
monumentalpublicbuildings; Holzmeister also designed many private residential
buildings,inspiredby the traditionalTurkish civil architecture(Nasir, 1997).
Table2.3:Buildings designedby C. Holzmeisterin Ankara
I BuildinJ:?; OriginalNameDate
,AdministrationDistrict
Yonetim Biriini
i MinistryofNationalDefense
Milli S vun aBakanhgl1927-1930
I MilitaryGeneralStaff Central
Genel Kurmay Ba~kanhgl8
Co mittee PresidentialResidence
Cumhurba~ka hglKo~kti31 2
nistryof I ter alA fairs
iyi~ riBakanhgl2- 4
i Public Improvements
Baymdlrh B kanhgl3
SupremeCourt f Ap eal
Y gltay
I Commerc
Ticaret Bak nhgl9
.Ce tralBank,D u
rk z kas , Dlus3
R alEsta CreditBank
Emlak Kred Bankasl
li O fic r's C ub
Ordu vi0 5
School
Harb Okulu
•T rki hP rlia en
ti ye Btiyti Mil et Meclisi*
*Constructionbegan in 1937,but during the war there was an interruption; the building
wascompletedbyB. C;inici in 1963.
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Figure 2.8· MilitaryGeneral Staff Central CommitteeBuilding, Holzmeister, 1928-
1930(fromTanyeli, 1998,pg.64)
Figure 2.9· Ministryof Public Improvements,Holzmeister,1933-1934(fromTekeli,
1998,pg. 62)
Figure 2.10- Ministryof InternalAffairs, Holzmeister, 1932-1934(fromSozen and
Tapan, 1973,pg.178)
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Figure 2.11- Turkish Parliament, Holzmeister,1937 (fromKazmaoglu, 1997,
pg.80)
Figure 2.12- PresidentialResidence-exterior,Holzmeister,1931-1932(from,
NaSIr, 1997,pg.77)
Figure 2.13- PresidentialResidence-interior,Holzmeister,1931-1932(from, Nasir,
1997, pg. 77)
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Holzmeisterwas the most prominentarchitectof the period. He employed classical
designs,symmetrical and axial plans and fa9ades. Buildings were either
rectangularwith a central atrium or were "U" or "H" shaped, and block junctions
werenotangular.These attributesconstitute a link to the buildings of the pre-
constitutionalperiod, although some elements are suggestive of the Early
ModernistWiener School of Architecture.The Parliament building is simpler and
lessarrogantcompared to others. Architectural elements comprise stylized
classicalforms,and unique modern compositions (artdeco and expressionist) are
utilizedin decorational arrangements. The Presidential Residence, which is a
relativelymodest building for its function, is the most modern building of
Holzmeister.Modernism is obtained through a transformation of the classical
languageinHolzmeister'sdesigns (Batur, 1998).
• Ernst Egli
E.Egliwasthe assistant of C. Holzmeister. He worked as both an architect,and
teachinginstructorin the School of Fine Arts, Departmentof Architecture, and a
consultantbetween1927-1940and 1953-1955.
Table 2~4:Buildings designed by E. Egli in Ankara
Ori inalName Date
Musiki Muallim Mektebi 1927-1928
SaYl~tay 1928-1930
Ticaret Lisesi 1928-1930
Ismet Pa~aKIZ Enstitilsil 1930
Siyasal Bi1giler Okulu 1935-1936
Buildin~
MusicTeacher'sSchool
AuditDe artment
LyceeforCommerceEducation
I IsmetPa~aGirl's Institute
Schoolof Political Science
UnlikeHolzmeisterwh,oserepresentativebuildingswere effectual, the influence of
E.EglionTurkisharc~itectureresultedfrom his appointmentas a faculty member
intheSchoolof Fine Arts. E.Egli advocatedthe need for the scientific investigation
of Turkish architecture with the incorporation of physical and cultural
contingencies,rather.than a bare collection of facts. Egli's style was modest,
modern,didacticand implementedfor collectiveutilization(Batur, 1998).
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Figure 2.14-lsmetPa~aGirl's Institute,Egli, 1930(fromTanyeli, 1998,pg.65)
Figure 2.15-Lycee for Commerce Education, Egli, 1928-1930(fromTanyeli,
1998,pg.66)
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• BrunoTaut (1880-1938)
B. Tautwas one of the most eminent architectsof the period (Tumer, 1998). He
spentonlytwoyears in Turkey, however his influence has been as notable as C.
Holzmeister'sor E. Egli's. He supervised the ArchitecturalOffice of the Ministryof
NationalEducationand worked as a faculty member in the istanbul Academy of
FineArts,Departmentof Architecture. He perceived Turkish architecturewithin a
culturalcontinuum perspective. B. Taut wrote the first theoretical book of
architecturepublished in Turkey: "Mimarllk Bilgisi, istanbul, 1938". He designed
Ataturk'scatafalquejust before his death. His buildings in Turkey are given in
Table5. (Kieren,1983).
Table2.5:Buildings designedby B. Taut
. Buildin
: Ankara University,Facultyof
, Letters(Literature,History,
Geo ra hy)
CultureMuseum
Ori inalName
AnkaraUniversitesi,Dil veTarih-
CografyaFakiiItesiBinasl
Kiiltiir Mtizesi.
Ci
Ankara
izmir Culturepark
Figure2.16-Ankara University,Faculty of Letters, 1930s (Literature,History,
Geography),Taut (fromTumer, 1998,pg.76)
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• HermanJansen
HermanJansen's first visit to Turkey was on 1917 for the ceremony to lay the
foundationof the Turkish-German Friendship Hostel. During that visit, H. Jansen
gavethreelecturesin DarOlfUnunabout urban design (NaSir, 1997).
Ankaradidnothave a master plan and the staff of the constitutionalperiod lacked
thetraditionof of zoning plans for cities. Therefore, it was deemed appropriateto
organizean invited internationalcompetitionfor the master plan of Ankara. Prof.
Hoffman'sadvice was taken on invitees. Two professors from Berlin, Prof. H.
Jansenand Prof. M. Brix, and the leading architect of the French Government,
LeonJausseley,was invited (Yavuz, 1952). The jury reports and documents are
notavailable,however there is general concensus thatAtatOrkhad the final word
onelectingJansen's· project. $OkrOKaya, who has served as the Mayor of izmir
andwastheMinisterof InternalAffairs at the time,was also a jury member.$OkrO
Kayahadappointedthe French architectin 1924for redesigningthe burntareas of
Izmirafterthe great fire; he could have been influentialin having Leon Jausseley
invited(Tekeli,1980).
Jansen'sproposalaccommodated social concerns and had humane dimensions.
Jansenhadworked with a group of German technicianson the advance proposal.
Hehadoptimisticviews aboutAnkara's future. Although plan was also esthetically
appealing,the emphasis was to provide appropriate habitats and life style for
residents.He totallypreserved the castle and the old city of Ankara. His proposal
includedpreventive measures against the speculation of land (NaSir, 1997).
Jansenservedas consultant in the Ankara Public ImprovementsOffice until 1938.
Thedetailedapplicationplans of his proposal for the master plan of Ankara were
carriedout in this office under his supervision; somewhat strangely, he inspected
hisownplan which was approved by the Government on July 23, 1932 (Yavuz,
1981).
2.2.2.3.INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF ARCHITECTURE AS A CAREER
Thebuilding/constructionpolicy of the 1930s totally reflects the socioeconomic
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approachof statesocialism. "Thirties is the period of prosperity,developmentand
change.Buildings were also programmed to reveal this understanding. This
approachundoubtedlyhad to have a form.This form characterizedthe 1930s as a
versionofmodernfunctionalism."(Batur, 1984)
Althought eadministratorsof the period did not impose a specific design strategy
onthearchitects,the revivalist Ottoman form reflectingthe ancient culture was
graduallyabandoned. The architects of the period seemingly perceived
architectureas a mediumto symbolize the Republic through which Turkey would
reachthedesiredmodern civilizationlevel. The "new"architecturewas presumed
torefiectthepoliticalradicalismof the period (Batur, 1998).
Animportantinfluenceof architectureof the period was the direct involvementof
Mayorsand high level administrators with public improvements. For example,
duringthecompetitionfor the design of the Turkish Parliamentand Master Plan for
Ankara,MustafaKemal had the final word on the evaluation of the proposals by
Prof.H. Jansen and Prof. C. Holzmeister (Batur, 1998).
Insummary,althoughthere was an attempttowards modernizationin architecture,
itwasneverspecified clearly. The government and administrativedecisions had
impacton architecture. There was a significant need for properly trained
specialists,however,followingthe war of independence, there was also a general
skepticismtowards foreigners. After the 1927 act of "Promotion of Industry",
architects,engineers,urban designers and other relatedprofessionals from other
countrieswere given official permission to work on national projects (Batuf, 1998;
NaSir, 1997).
InEidem'sopinion,the main features of the work of foreign architects involve the
featuresbelow:
"Plans and elevations reveaLedthemselves in their ornament-free lines
andsurfaces.Pitched roofs, tiles and eaves were eliminated. To be modern, a
buildingcouldnot have a hat. Because this architecturewas realized in Ankara, it
wasbuilt in the locally available material rather than continuing the use of
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plasteredstone. (...) The proportionsand details of the windows were completely
changed;traditionalFrench and Mediterraneanforms were replaced by German
styleproportionsand details. Aesthetics were radically transformed." (Eidem,
1973, p.6,translatedby i. Tekeli)
The modern architectural trend in Turkey satisfied the technological and
economicaldemands of the young Republic after the revolution. A very large
numberof buildings, ranging from monumental state buildings to factories or
schools,were designed and constructed.There was also an increasing need for
residentialbuildings to accommodate the new life style. Although there was
diversitywith regard to specialized functions of each of these buildings, concern
aboutfundingand haste in the constructionprocesses. These demands resulted in
theadoptionof prototypical designs for buildings with similar functions. The
modernistaesthetic is specifically observed in buildings with a propaganda
missionsuch as schools, "Halkevleri",and exhibition buildings. These buildings
canbeperceivedas cultural icons of the 1930s (Bozdogan, 1998). The Pavilion
buildingsof the izmir Fair are among the most importantrepresentatives of this
approach.
ModernizationIn the architecture of residential buildings accompanied the
changinglife style. After the revolution, the residential building design was so
differentand architecturalexpression was so captivating,that it is described in
detailbyprominentauthors of the time (i.e. Y. Kadri, A.H. Tanplnar, F.R. Atay) in
somenovels(Batur, 1998). It is interestingto note that modernization in Turkish
literaturewas way ahead of modernizationin architecture.In literature,the "avant
garde"move~enthad started with "Tanzimat",and by 1930 modernization was
alreadybeing~riticized(YOrekli,1995).
Thereflectionsof the changing life style are also observed in the architectural
notationsof the period. While almostall chambers in an architecturaldrawingwere
designatedas "room"before the revolution,with the modernizationtrend we see
diverseannotationssuch as "living room", "dining room", "bedroom",etc. (Batur,
1998). In other words, functionalist architecture provided the means for this
changingform understandingin the designingof the house
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Ingeneral,Turkish architectsdid not advocate a differentarchitecturalmovement
fromthatintroducedby the foreign architects.The effortsof the Turkish architects
werefocusedon two issues: To organize architectureas a career and to expand
theprofessionalmarket of architects through legislation, and to prove that the
Turkisharchitectswere not behind foreign architects in their understanding and
applicationf modernarchitecture(Tekeli, 1984).
In 1927,Turkish Association of Architects was established for the legal
organizationand institutionalizationof architects, and promoting collaboration,
exchangeof ideas and knowledge at various levels. In 1931, the publicationof an
architecturaljournal, "Mimar" (later renamed as "Arkitekt"),started. This didactic
periodicalhad a secular constitutional policy and had significant effects on the
institutionalizationand modernizationof architecture(Batur, 1998).
Thefirst generation architects of the republican period were trained In this
environment.The theoretical framework and ideology, program, economy, form
andeducationalapproaches of the architectureof the constitutionwere shaped
duringthisinitialperiod (1927-1939).This period can be further analyzed in three
stages:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHITECTURE:
Understate socialism, almost all construction work, with the exception of
residentialbuildings,is governed by the public sector. The prioritiesof the period,
concerningprogrammingand constructionpolicies,were as follows:
1) Improvementand restructuring of the master plans and subsequent
improvements of the cities by local municipalities and central
governmentaladministration.
2) Restructuringof Ankara as the capital, which involves the coordination
of designand constructionof buildings.
3) Serviceand Industrybuildings
4) Healthand Education buildings
5) Social residentialbuildings
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PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS:
Oneof the alms of the young republic was to introduce the image of a
contemporarysociety through an orderly metropolitan life style. The 1930-1935
periodinvolvesthe programmed restructuringof the cities through master plans.
Thenewlegislature,which imposed codes on improvementwork, included the
followingacts:
1933:No. 1580 MunicipalityLaw
1933:Law governingthe foundationof the MunicipalitiesBank
1933:Law governingthe buildingsand roads in Municipalities
1935:Law governingthe Public ImprovementCouncil of Municipalities
Withtheselegislativemodifications,services thatwere providedto the cities were
extended,and the responsibility and supervision was transferred to the
Municipalities.With the support of the MunicipalitiesBank and the help of the new
legislature,by the end of the 1930s, all the basic urban needs of cities, above a
populationof 10 000, were met. In additionto the basic and relative.lyprototypical
cosmopolitanstructuring,unique symbolic buildingsand environmentaldesign are
alsoobserved in many cities. The majority of such formulations are Ataturk
Statues,Boulevards and Squares symbolising the young republic. Municipality
Buildingsconstituted another specialised building type, and many of these
buildingswere published in "Belediyeler Dergisi" (Journal of Municipalities). In
additionto buildings, extensive efforts to organize green space, parks and
nurserieswere all positive attitudes with regard to contemporary environmental
planning(Batur,1984).
TheizmirCultureparkis an excellent example that signifies the positive influence
ofMunicipalitieson metropolitanreformation.Although the idea of constructinga
Cultureparkaccomodates the general trends and motivation of the period, it
extendthese aims substantially. As depicted in Chapter 3, the devotion and
capabilityof the Mayor, Beh<;:etUz, made izmir the second arrogant city after
Ankara(La Turquie Kemaliste, 1938).
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Itisinterestingthat modernist buildings were being built in the izmir Fair while
therewas a nationwide industrializationeffort. Paradoxically, in the 1939 World
Fairat New York, Sedat Hakkl Eidem's Turkish Pavilion gave references to
traditionalOttoman Architecture. c;elik, states that the Turkish Republic was
representedin a complex that blended modernist and neo-Ottoman forms. For
example,its main pavilionwas derived from residentialprototypes,reminiscentof
thenumerousOttoman structures in the 19th century. However, there are much
harshercriticismsin the Arkitekt magazine, stating that the building is a false
representationf the young Turkish Republic and that this is the main reason why
the xhibitionhas been unsuccessful for Turkey (Arkitekt,1939).
Theaccomplishmentsin the restructuringof izmir surpass the goals set by the
governmentand extend intothe 1940s as an unexpectedachievement.
SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL AND EDUCATIONAL BUILDINGS:
Therailroadnetwork project not only represents an infrastructural investment
policyfortransportation,but also symbolizes the accomplishmentsof the republic.
Asthenetworkreached all of Anatolia, the stationbuildings introducedan example
ofmodestbut modern and functional architecturalcommunication(Batur, 1998).
Asdepictedin Chapter 3, the emphasis on transportationand more specificallyon
thedevelopmentof the railroad network had a significant impact on the izmir
InternationalFair by providingthe whole countrywith a chance to visit izmir and
participateinthe Fair.
Anotherexample of the rational and functional architectural design was the
introductionf factories to Anatolia: Within the scope of the 1st 5-year Plan, an
impressivenumberof factories were constructed between 1934 and 1939. This
newtype of building design- and program had long term effects on Turkish
architecture(Batur, 1984).The izmir InternationalFair providedan opportunityfor
exhibitingboththe buildingsand the productsof these factories.
The1930smarkthe restructuringand revisingof the educationalsystem along the
secularand modern Kemalist principles. During this period, approximately 50
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elementaryand 20 junior high/highschools were builteach year.
2.2.3.STAGES OF THE REPUBLICAN PERIOD
2.2.3.1.STAGE 1 (1929-1933)
Stage1 marks the confrontation of young architects with modern ideas and
buildings,and covers the period until 1932-1933. Although the revolutionist
applicationsand publications in Ankara inspired the young architects, they could
notobtainany major government tender; they were experimentingwith modern
architecture.During this stage, the young Turkish architects, influenced by the
WienerPuristsand the early cubist approach of Le Corbusier, designed private
projects,uchas residentialand commercialbuildings.Most of these buildingsare
notpresentoday(Batur, 1998).
Turkisharchitectsof Stage 1:
SedatHakkl(Eidem), A. Ziya (Kozanoglu), Zeki Selah (Sayar), Abidin (Morta~),
HOsnO,Semih,Rustem, Sadi, Arif Hikmet(Koyuncuoglu)
Thefirstbuildingsby Turkish architects are given in Table 6. These buildings,
althoughmodestin size, were very aspiring and could competeat the international
level.
Table2.6:Early Buildings by Young Turkish Architects
Buildin Ori inalnameCiDateArchi ct
BekirBeyResidence
Bekir BeyEviAn araSlIT1Arif
i. HakklBeyResidence
i. Hakkl BeyEvi1931Sadi
Dr. CelalBeyResidence
Dr. CelalBeyEvi2rifHikmet
Dr. SoniYaver
k Pal sOteliistanbul1931Zek Selah
Residence MinistryofAgriculture,
Tanm akanhgl,d aF rit
InsectL boratory
H ~ r tLaboratuan
SchoolfA riculture
Zi atOkuluBinaslzmir2Huseyin ndRe~it
Characteristicsof the buildingsfrom Stage 1:
• Althoughthedesigns employedgeometricforms accordingto the specifications
andfunctionsof related spaces, the plans were not limited with a square or
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rectangulargeometricboundary.
• Spaceswith circular plans were very popular, especially in living and dining
roomsandsubsequentlyin patios and staircases.
• Citiesconstitutedof blocks withouta designatedspecial usage before 1930. In
1931-1933, planned development was enforced and certain blocks were
allocatedfor residentialbuildingsor other requiredfunctions.
• Inresidentialbuildings,plans developedaround a centralhall maintainingmore
functionsthanmere circulation.
• Althoughservice areas were grouped, the functional connections with other
spaceswereinappropriatelyforced.
• Widespreadusage of horizontaland cornerwindows was observed.
• Eavesandroofs graduallylefttheirplaces to terracecoverings.
• Reinforcedconcrete(frameand/or slab) was being used extensively.
• Traditionalfinishingwas replacedwith Edelputz plaster, adapted from German
technology.(Batur,1998)
WhileAnkarawas relativelyhomogenous concerning architecturalforms, istanbul
hadadiverserepertoireof styles reflectingthe cosmopolitanculture.
izmirwasalso going through the transformations:in architecture inspired by the
newideologiesof young Turkish Republic and the modernist movement (Eyuce,
1996).
2.2.3.2.STAGE 2 (1933-1937)
Duringthis stage, public buildings of various dimensions were designed and
constructedby Turkish architects. The job was either directly commissioned or
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awardedfollowinga competition.Seyfi Arkan and $evki Balmumcu won 1st prizes
ininternationalcompetitions and designed the Official Residence of External
Affairsand Ankara Exposition Mansion, respectively. First women architects,
LemanTomsu and Munevver Belen, set foot in the professional arena at this
stage,aswell(Batur, 1998).
Turkisharchitectsof Stage 2:
SeyfiArkan,$evki Balmumcu,Sedat Hakkl Eidem, Zeki Selah Sayar, Bekir ihsan,
RebiiGorbon,Rukneddin Guney, Tahir Tug, ASlm Kamurcuoglu
Table2.7:Buildings by Turkish architectsduring Stage2 of the
ConstitutionalPeriod
Building OriginalnameCityDateArchitect
PresidentialResidences/
Cumhurba~kanhglAnkaraSeyfi Arkan
OfficialResidenc of
Ko~kle i/H riciye
ExternalAffairs
ii
AnkaraExposition
nk ra Sergi Evi$ vki
I Mansion
Balmumcu
orsin <::ankaya
<;ank ya'd o~klerr
Florya
Fl rya'da ko~kl ristanbulfi r
u icipalitiesB nk
Belediye B kasl1935Seyfi Arkan
TehranEmbas yBuilding
T.C. TahranTah ,7
oft eRepublicof Turkey
iiyii 19ili Bin lr n
ResidentialBuilding
fu i~let l iZongul-
Complexfor Mi e
i~9ilerii9i i 9d
:Workers
Sit leri
CoveredFruit-and-
Hal Sant l inaslzmir193Z ki Say r
V g tableM ket (designedbutneverbuilt)IstanbulUniversity
st b l Universitesii t l4-rifHikmet
Ops rvatory
bze v to yumu1936
Duringthisstage, marked by the buildings of Arkan, an expressionist perspective
accompaniesmodernism. Arkan also designed residential buildings, with
distinctivemodernistproperties, for high level administrators;unfortunatelythose
buildingsweredemolishedand are not presenttoday (Batur, 1998).
Followingthe enforcementof the 1933 law, governing the buildings and roads in
Municipalities,the plans were partially limited and shaped by the restrictions
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imposed.This, however, had a positive impact on Turkish architecture of the
periodregardingthe constitutionalisationof standards and consistent design and
formattributesin design. In addition to the buildings depicted in Table 7, a new
understandingof metropolitanarchitectureis reflectedin many buildings in various
citiesofAnatolia(Batur,1998).
A
.~~-. r
A
'I:,
Figure 2.17-A manorin <;ankaya,Arkan, 1930s (from Batur, 1998,pg. 226)
Figure 2.18-Ankara Exposition Mansion, Balmumcu, 1930s (fromSozen and
Tapan,1973,pg.183)
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Figure2.19- MunicipalitiesBank, Arkan, 1935 (fromSozen and Tapan, 1973,
pg.201)
Figure2.20- A manorin Florya, Arkan, 1930s (fromBatur, 1998,pg. 226)
Characteristicsof the buildingsfrom Stage 2:
• A functionalistapproach is dominant in both public and privatebuildings of the
period.Due to the diverse function requirements in public buildings, different
typologicalfeatures are observed, precluding the applicationof similar schemes
indesign.However in residentialapartmentbuildings,since similarprograms are
imposed on the architects,an emergence of prototypicalschematizationin plans
IS seen.
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• As in the previous stage, the central hall is retained in residential buildings,
possiblywith concerns about better acclimatization. The replacement of the
centralhallwith a corridor is very scarce duringthis stage.
• Stylizedforms are employed in public and private buildings: rounded corners
accompanyingprismaticblocks, horizontalsolid lines on the facades separating
floors,cornerwindows, continuous sloaping boards underwindows.
• Althoughcircularspaces are occasionally present,they are not emphasised as
muchas in the previous stage. Rectangular plans with rounded corners replace
thecircularforms, and are most frequently employed in entrances, balconies,
terracesand staircases.
• The use of terrace covenngs or hidden roofs increased In spite of the
difficultiesin constructionand daily use.
• Continuousbalconies and wide verandas were popular features in residential
buildings.(Batur, 1998)
Thefirstsocial housing project in the capitalcity is also observed duringthis stage:
BahgeliEvler Konut Kooperatifi (Cooperative for Houses with Gardens). This
projectwas a proposal for a new life style and combined two elements: The co-
operativenotion, which was gaining popularity in England and the "garden-city"
concept.H. Jansen designed the project (November 1985- January 1936)and the
constructionwas completedin 1939 (Batur, 1998).
2.2.3.3.STAGE 3 (1937-1939)
Duringthisstage, a covert regression from the dynamismof the precedingstage is
perceived.A backward transition from the architecturalrepertoireof the previous
moderniststages towards symmetricarrangements is observed. An indicationof
thistrend is apparent in the International Design Competition for th~ Turkish
ParliamentBuildings. Most of the contestants proposed plans with components
indicativeof this regression. The public buildings that follow this period display
influencesof the classicism and monumentalityof German Architecture.Although
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the plans and architectural elements of the preceding stage were basically
retained,symmetricalsolutions with eaves and traditionalroofs reappear in public
buildings.Similarly, natural or synthetic stone finishing partially replace the
Edelputzplaster. In residentialbuildingsand apartments,the trends of the 1930s
remain.The only change may be the usage of narroweaves (Batur, 1998).
TheeminentTurkish architectsof this stage, in addition to the ones listed in the
precedingstages, are B. Fuat, Bekir Unal, A. Sabri Oran, K. Ahmet Aru, and Emin
Onat.
2.2.3.4.SECOND NATIONAL ARCHITECTURE MOVEMENT: WAR YEARS
(1938-1950)
Ataturk'sdeath in 1938 marks the termination of an era. One year later, the
beginningof the Second World War imposed different political, economical and
ideologicaldimensions. The war substantially slowed the public improvement
projects:Building investments were either totally cancelled or delayed. This
recessioncontinueduntil 1950.
Sincethebuildingindustryhad not reachedthe desired level in Turkey, the serious
hardshipin obtaining materials during the war hindered construction projects
substantially.Between 1939-1943, the prices for all building materials had risen
considerably.Cement was considered among luxury items. The need for cement
factoriesdepictedduring the 2nd IndustryPlan had promotedthe constructionof a
CementFactory in Sivas. There were some private cement factories as well.
Together,thesefactoriescould produceonly 350 000 tons of cement.This amount
was150000tons less then the requirementa'ndthereforealmost all construction
work,excludingthe already started state owned buildings, had to be stopped
(Batur,1998).
Theresourcesof the young Turkish Republic were limitedand therefore most of
theconstructionmaterialhad to be imported.Accordingly,big constructionprojects
hadtobetemporarilysuspended (Sey, 1998)..
Overall,theSecondWorld War dictateda specific architecturalunderstandingthat
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wasreflectedas a sensitiveexpressionwithin limitedfinancial resources.
Thereflectionof the economical hardships, pressures, and dangers of the war on
socialstructurewas a. nationalist tendency accommodating self-sufficiency and
solidarity.Throughout history, national and local architectural awareness has
progressedand strengthenedduringwars and regressed in peaceful periods. The
singlepartysystem in Turkey was also concordant with this inclination and the
modernistmovementin architecturewas replacedwith a nationalisttrend which is
called"SecondNational Architecture Movement" (Batur, 1998).Although the war
hada substantial impact on the emergence of this trend, it is not the sole
influentialfactor. There were arguments that the modernist approaches in
architecturewere not in agreement with the existing historical environment in
Anatoliancities.In additionto complaintsabout the becominglysyntheticcharacter
ofthecities,technicalproblems,such as leakingceilings resultingfrom the terrace
coverings,wereidentified(Tekeli, 1984).
Duringthe same period in Europe, antimodern, monumental and classicist
architecturalstyleswere favored by the totalitarianregimes. In Ankara there were
someexpositionsthat reflected the architectural understandings of totalitarian
regimesof Europe: Italian Fascist Architecture Exhibition (1934) and German
ArchitecturalExhibition(1943). The German exposition was in a period when the
Nazipowerwas at its peek and therefore the influence, with the prevailing
economicalonditions,was the mostsignificant(Batur, 1998).
After1939, a German influence is apparent in schools of architecture [GCJzel
SanatlarAkademisi (Academy of Fine Arts) and YCJksek MCJhendis Mektebi
SchoolfEngineering)6]as well. The nationalisticand monumentalcharacteristics
ofGermanarchitecture,dictated by the totalitarianpolitical regime of the period,
hada significantimpact on some of the Turkish architects of the period, who
rsistedin following the "nationalistic" trends. This trend continued to be
1944,IstanbulTechnical University replaced the YCJksek MCJhendis Mektebi (School of
eering) andthe Departmentof Architecture became the Faculty of Architecture (Sozen and
,1973).
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influentialin the teaching of architects/academicianssuch as Mimar Kemalettin
andVedat and therefore predominated the schools of architecture for 10 more
years.Duringthis period, a parallelismis observed between the eclectic attitudes
ofthe19th century architecture.Since education was not dialectic and research
oriented,the architecturalapproach of the period accommodatedthe concerns of
theregime(Sdzen and Tapan, 1973).
Althoughthe colossal sizes and technological attributesof the buildings did not
affectTurkisharchitecturemuch, there were arguments in favor of the values of
employingnationalistfeatures. The adoption of Western architecturalstyles was
criticized.These ideas were reflectedin two endeavors:
1)Oppositionagainstthe employmentof foreignarchitectsin Turkey (economical)
2)Establishmentof a "NationalArchitecture Seminar Series" in Academy of Fine
Artsin 1934(cultural)
Inoneof his articles in the journal "Arkitekt",Zeki Sayar harshly criticizes the
foreignarchitects:"It is apparent that the identityof our architecturewill not be
shapedby foreign architects who attempt to "create" the Turkish character by
imitatingthecrescentand star figures from teaspoons, by using artificialversions
ofthemassivecastle walls, by using wooden eaves on reinforced concrete
buildings,orby utilizinglocal tile and stone workmanship."(Sayar, 1938,p.65).
Althought esetrends had originated in the 1930s, there was no action until the
deathof Atatork.Towards 1940s, the periodical "Arkitekt"started a campaign
againstforeign architects. In this campaign, architects who were not very
successfulweredisclosed,butthe actual aimwas to criticizegovernmentaloffices
supportingthe investments.A careful analysis of the period reveals facts that
JUstifythecriticisms.For example, the Competition for the Turkish Parliament
Buildingwas an InternationalCompetition by invitation,but none of the Turkish
architectswereinvited.Participationto this competitionwas obtained with a two-
month delaydespitewidespread publicity.This campaign cannot be specified as
reignerenmity"because architects like B. Taut and Oelsner were very much
reciated.Throughthis is opposition, national architectscreated a platformto
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verifytheirstrength,howeveran undesirableconsequence was the amplificationof
thenationalistideology (Batur, 1998).
The"NationalArchitecture Seminar Series" lead by S.H. Eidem aimed to promote
localand nationalarchitecturethrough research. Eidem proposed a construction
understandingbased on locally availablematerialsand manpowerand in harmony
withregionalclimate.Eidem also stated the need to create a nationalarchitectural
stylethatwould be suited to meet the demands of the idealized citizen of the
revolution.A sophisticated study of traditional architecture was considered
essentials a key influencein the formationof the new architecturalproduction. In
Italy,a similarview was perceived as a governmentstrategy and, therefore, the
interferenceof the state was a requirementfor attainingthis goal. Unfortunately,
complimentaryeferences to the totalitarianregimes of Europe in these seminar
seriesshed doubts on the justifiable emphasis of national architecture (Alsag,
1984).
Architectsof this period were confronted with a dilemma: How can national
architectureb retainedand reformedin an environmentwhere modernizationand
contemporaryt ends have to be considered? The buildings must reflect local and
nationalcharacteristics.as well as contemporary inclinations. As the republic
adopteda secular culture policy, the Ottoman religious architecture cannot
constitutea referenceas it did during the first National Architecture Movement.
Withtherealizationof these facts, the seminar series startedto investigatecivilian
architecture.Initiallythis was an elitistapproach limitedto the studyof manors and
watersider sidencesin istanbul.However, graduallythe investigationof Anatolian
residentialbuildingculture was also included and the seminars covered a wide
rangeofissuesfromelitist/nostalgicto authentic/folkloricpredilections.From these
seminarseriesthree terms emerged that describe the architecturaltrends of the
period(Batur,1998):
1)Nostalgicand Revisionist: S.H. Eidem is the main representativeof this trend
whichgaineddistinCtiononly in the 1940s. Instead of directly adopting the
historicalforms,analyzing the plans and design characteristicsand adapting
themtocurrentneeds was suggested. However, this could not be easily
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done.Eidem's Turkish Pavillion in the New York Exhibition is a representative
buildingof this trend, butthe buildinglacks the noveltyaspect and is merelyan
exampleof Ottoman revivalism. The "Ta~llk $ark Kahvesi" coffeehouse in
Ma9kais the most renownedexample.
2)Monumentaland Scholarly:Applies the rationalityand functionalityprinciplesof
modernarchitectureto classical and monumentalforms. This trend follows the
stylesof C. Holzmeister and P. Bonatz. While the national characteristic is
derivedfrom architectural elements such as windows and column capitals,
buildingstructure, choice of materials and construction techniques reflect
modernism,with the exception of stone finishing on facades. Good examples
areseen in competitionsof this period, and most of the state buildings reflect
thenationalscholarlyapproach (Table 8).
3)Populistand local: The combinationof local folkloric elements and rationalist
principlesreflected the nationalist character. The younger academics at
istanbulTechnical University, Department of Architecture studied the local
architecturalelements in Anatolian houses, independent of ideological
influences.Two buildings by Emin Onat are typical examples of this trend:
KavaklldereCenap And Residence in Ankara and Governor's Mansion in
Bursa.
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Table2.8:Buildings reflectingthe "Monumentaland Scholarly" trendof the
Second NationalArchitectureMovement
I Building Original nameCityDateArchitec
StateRailroadsCentral
DevletAnkara1941Bedri Uc;ar
Administr tion
miryollan G nel
I
Miidiirliik Binasl
I istanbulUniversity
ist nbuistanbul4Emin Gnat,
Facultyof Science-
U rs tesi Fen- SedatHaki
Literatu e
Edeb yat Fakiilt si EIdem
Binasl ~anak.kaleVictory and
<;:anakkaleZ feri<;:an kk lF r dun Kip,
Unknownoldier
ve M c;hulAsk ism il Ut ular,
Monument
Amti Dog n Erginba~
I C urtH use
Adalet S raYId a5Abidin Mo ta~,
NizarneddinDogu, FeyyazTii iinerind ilStadium
inon i Stadyu u6$inasi
$ahingira ,Vi l V tti,F zil Aysusta b lOut o
ista bul AC;l hava7N h t Yiic l
The e
Tiyatros Nahit Uysal
Insummary,the architecture in Turkey during the post revolutionary period is
markedwiththe ideologicalattributesof Kemalism. Duringthe foundationof a new
"Nation",governmentpolicies and the state socialism model have been influential
onmostof the architecturalproduction. The major conflict of this period is the
skepticismbetween adopting the modernist approach of the West and the
nationalistreflectionsof Ottoman revivalism. The influence of foreign architects
andtheinstitutonalizationof architectureas a career constitute importantturning
pointsinTurkisharchitecture.
TheIzmirCultureparkwas planned and designed in this atmosphere. However,
Sinceizmirwas a cosmopolitancity quite distant from the capital, and since the
architecturehad to be ephemeral because of the inherent nature of the subject,
architecturein' the Culturepark was somewhat a modified version of the
dominantapproachinAnkara.
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CHAPTER 3:
HISTORY OF THE EXPOSITIONS IN TURKEY AND
THE iZMiR CUL TUREPARK
3.1. EXPOSITIONS DURING THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE
XIXcenturymarks a very importantturningpoint in historywith regardto the West
takinginitiative in economics as well in external affairs. Western European
countrieshad started mass productionand consequently dominated international
markets.The taking over of Meditteranean trade routes, and the restrictions
imposedon Ottomans by the English through the bilateraltrade agreement, Free
TradeAgreement (Balta Port Agreement) signed in 1938, turned the Ottoman
Empireintoa marketfor th.eWestern European countries (Onsoy, 1983; Eyuce,
2000).
Subsequently,Europe's demand for raw materialsand food increased, parallel to
thedevelopingindustry and growing population. At this point Ottomans entered
foreignmarkets,but this resulted in shortages at home. Meanwhile, European
goodsenteredOttoman markets and hindered local production. Overall, Europe
graduallycompletedthe course of controllingthe Ottoman markets by 1860s and
theOttomanEmpire became captivatedby capitalism(Onsoy, 1983).
Theinternalaffairs of the Ottoman Empire during that same period were
problematic.Riots and wars weakened the Empire and the revisionistmovements
didnotprovidethe expected improvement.During the relativelypeaceful period
followingtheParis Agreement in 1856, preventivemeasures were taken to revive
theconomy.The approachwas to adopt Western strategy(Onsoy, 1983).
Izmir,becauseof its cosmopolitansocial structureand geographical location,was
eofthemajorbridges between the Otoman Empire and the Western World
ncerningsocial, economical, commercial and political interactions. Izmir has
nthecradle of many civilizations (e.g. Aiols, Romans and Seljuks) and a
ttingpotfor people of diverse backgrounds (e.g. Muslims, Christians, Jews or
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Armenians).Since the establishmentof the city in Bayrakll around 3000 B.C., the
richhistorical heritage of the city was reflected on the cultural expression,
includingarchitecture(Eyuce, 2000).
3.1.1.EXPOSITIONS IN EUROPE
IntheXIXth century Western nations led by England and France, organized
nationaland international expositions to display their agricultural and industrial
productsas well as crafts and fine arts.These expositions had great impacton the
culturalcompositionof the period. The industrialexhibitionswere organised mainly
inFranceand England and aimed to find markets for the goods that were
producedin their dominions. Although the major emphasis of these expositions
was marketing, the resulting international cultural exchange shaped the
developmentof the XXth century art. Millions of Europeans visited the national
expositionsin France, which were initiated in 1798. These exhibits are the
pioneeringpublicityevents that reached large numbers of people. Since arts and
craftsfrom the dominions were also displayed together with goods with
commercialvalue, Europeans were introducedto new cultures they did not know
about.Thisnewawareness and appreciationof differentartisticapproaches had a
verysubstantialinfluence on the artists of the period. The rising trend in Europe
wasOrientalismin the XIXthe century(Germaner, 1991).
3.1.2.EXPOSITION THAT THE OTTOMANS PARTICIPATED IN BEFORE THE
1863iSTANBUL EXPOSITION
DuringtheOttomanperiod,two exhibitionswere organised in istanbul in 1863 and
1894.Sincethe OttomanEmpire had been participatingin expositions in the West
since1851, the exhibitionsin istanbul were similar to their Western counterparts.
Thefirstof these two exhibitions was successful, however the second one was
not,asitwasunfortunatelyaffectedby the devastatingearthquakeof 18841.
Thetimingofthe firstexhibit is specificallyworth noting as it preceeds most of the
largexhibitionsof Europe and America. There are four major exhibitionsbefore
In1894Istanbulwas struck by a strong earthquakewhich resulted in very significantcasualties
Fi1
the1863istanbul exposition: 1851 and 1861 London, 1853 New York, and 1855
Paris(Germaner, 1991). The Ottoman Empire had participated in all of these
expositionsexcept the one in New York, where transportation costs were
discouraging.
Theaimof the Ottoman Empire in participatingin Internationalexhibitionswas to
showthe productivityof the Ottoman land, to demonstrate the capability of the
Ottomansin agriculture, industry and art, and to show the determination of the
Padi~ahin directingthe developmentof the Empire. Another significantfactor that
promtedthe Ottomans to participatein the London exhibitionwas the flourishing
companionshipbetween England and Ottomans. The trade agreement that was
signedbetweenEngland and the Ottoman Empire in 1838 aimed to promote the
internationalaspects of the economy (Germaner, 1991;Onsoy, 1983).
Thegoodsthat were going to be sent to London to be exhibited in the 1851
expositionwere displayed very birefly in Istanbul for the bureaucrats, politicians
andmerchantsof the time. Although the exhibitwas not open to the public, this
eventcanbe consideredas the firstexhibitionin Turkey (Germaner, 1991).
Thesecondinternationalexhibitionthatthe Ottomans participatedin was the Paris
exhibitionf 1855that involvedarts as well as agriculturaland industrialproducts.
In thisexhibition,although the Ottomans did not have any paintings, carpets,
fabrics,tilesand other arts and crafts attractedthe attentionof Orientalist artists
ereiscontinuityfrom the Ottoman Empire to the young Turkish Republic in the
artsfor modernization,which can be observed in participation in the World
hibitionsabroad and organising local exhibits at home. Therefore before
aminingthe izmir Fair, it is necessary to understand the exhibitions during the
omanEmpire,which were also a part of the modernization efforts of the
pire.The major outcome of the local exhibitions had been to increase the
ibilityoftheOttomanEmpire as the host country. "This visibilitywas crucial for
OttomanEmpire, since their restructuringeffforts in the 19th century were
ndedtomakethempart of moderncivilisation,and hence the Western World."
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(~elik,1992,p.139)
The1863 exposition is the live proof that the Ottoman Empire was willing to
becomepartof the modern civilisationof the time.This exhibitionwas organised in
thethirdyear of the reign of AbdQlaziz. During this period, many Westernising
reformswere intendedas well as much city building/reconstructionactivity(<;elik,
1992). As can be reckoned from his visit to the 1867 Paris Universal Exposition,
afterthe first istanbul exposition, Sultan AbdQlaziz himself had great interest in
suchevents.
3.1.3.iSTANBUL EXPOSITIONS
3.1.3.1.1863:"SERGI-I UMUMI-I OSMANI" (THE GENERAL EXHIBITION OF
THE OTTOMANS)
In1863,toprovideimpetusto the Ottomaneconomyfor competition,to displaythe
productswiththeir respectiveprices, to identifythe problemsof the producers, and
toawardsuccessful participants,Ottoman Empire organised a national exhibition
(Germaner,1991). The scope of the 1863 Ottoman General Exposition was
smallerthanthe previous Western expositions and its goals were related to the
promotionof national industry; the format, however, was influenced by the
Westernexpositions.The expositionaimed to identifythe problems of the Ottoman
Industryandsearch for solutions. Initially,the event was intendedto be a national
display,butlater,the European Industries were encouraged to participate since
theyhadmoreadvancedtechnology that the nationalentrepreneurscould benefit
from(Onsoy,1983).
A historicallyimportant,large, central open space was chosen as the exhibition
stte:TheHippodromelocated at Sultanahmet.The mission was contractedto two
Frencharchitects,because the intention of the administratorswas to have the
exhibitionbuildingdesigned according to the, then fashionable, "new manner".
arie-Augustine-AntoineBourgeois was assigned to design the architectureand
LeonParvilee,the interior. These architects were already working on some
ojectsoftheEmpire.For example, Parvilee had designed buildings to represent
OttomanEmpirein Western expositions (Germaner, 1991).
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Theexhibitionwas named "Sergi-i Umumi-i Osmani" (The General Exhibition of
theOttomans)and was opened on February 27 (Ramadan 9), 1863 by Sultan
AbdOlaziz.The exhibitionhall was a rectangularbuilding(107 m x 36 m) with three
doorsand an exhibition area of 3500 m2. The facades of the building contained
Ottomanarchitecturalelements. Since this building could not accommodate the
largeindustrialmachines that were sent from Europe, an additional building
withouta distinctivearchitectural identitywas constructed that held the column
withsnakes (Batur, 2000). The photographs (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) depict that
facadesare constructedof cut stone. The interior is constructed of demountable
wroughtironcolumns.
Theconstructionof the exhibitionbuildingwas contractedto a company consisting
ofMustafaFazil Pa~a, Mlslrll Sarraf Kevork, Eramian and Oppenheim (Onsoy,
1983).
Thisfirstexhibitionalso involvedthe display of artwork categorised in 13 groups.
Samplesfrom interiordesign and architecturewere contained in the 11th group.
Casualitemsfor daily usage such as metal bed frames, chairs, grids were
displayedamongfurnitures,as well as more delicatelycrafted objects made from
ivoryandpreciousmaterials.Examples from civilarchitecturewere exhibitedin the
1ihgroup(Germaner,1991).
In theexhibitionbuilding, agricultural products, handcrafts, textiles, industrial
products,mining products, leather goods, furniture, carpets and musical
strumentsof the Ottoman Empire were displayed. Agricultural products were
minant,indicatingthe major role of agriculturein the Ottoman Empire.
chitecturalmodelsand drawingswere also displayedwith photographs,charcoal
wings,paintings,maps, prints and books (Darby, 1983). Another interesting
servationwas the admittancecriteria: While men could visit the exposition 5
ysa week,women had access only two days: Wednesday and Saturday
orderto encouragemore people to visit the exposition, public transportation
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fareswere reduced (The same policy also existed in the izmir InternationalFair).
Anotherinfluence from the West was the furnishing of recreation and
entertainmentfacilities on the fairgrounds. (This can also be observed in the izmir
InternationalFair, but a little differentlybecause in the latter, the entertainment
activitiesin the izmir Cultureparkwill be permanent ratherthan temporaryduring
theexpositionperiod).
As a result of these attractions, many foreigners Uournalists, industrialists,
entrepreneurs)came to istanbul specifically to visit the exposition and the event
generateda substantialamountof commercialand touristicactivity(Onsoy, 1983).
Overall,thisfirstexhibitionin istanbulserved its purpose.All the merchandiseand
producefromthe country were displayed which demonstrated that the Ottoman
Empirewas still strong and wealthy. National trade was promoted and it became
apparentthat some of the imported goods were locally available. The exhibition
alsoprovidedan opportunityfor citizens to communicatewith the administrators.
Ontheotherside, through this exhibition,the Ottomans saw that the industryof
Europesurpassedtheirs and that it would be desirable to importthese machinery
andequipment.In conclusion, this first exhibitionhelped to publicise both internal
andexternalproduction and therefore promote economical and industrial
developmenta dtrade (Onsoy, 1983).
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Figure3.1-1863 Serg-i Umumi-iOsmani: The exhibitionbuilding(from<;elik,
1992)
Figure3.2- 1863Serg-i Umumi-iOsmani: Exhibitionbuildingfor foreign
participants,locatedbehind the majorbuiding in Figure 3.1. (from<;elik,1992)
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3.1.3.2.1893:"iSTANBUL AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION"
(DERSAADET ZIRAAT VE SANA YI SERGI-I UMUMISI)
Thesecond exposition in istanbul was proposed in 1893 during the reIgn of
AbdOlhamitthe Second. Its goal was to promotethe wealth and well-being of the
country(~elik, 1992, pg.142). This exposition was named "istanbul Agricultural
andIndustrial Exposition" (Dersaadet Ziraat ve Sanayi Sergi-I Umumisi). The
expositionsite was at the North of the Golden Horn. The 1893 exposition was
differentfromthe previousexpositionwith regardto its timing:a permanentexhibit
wasplannedthat would be open for 8 months a year (Germaner, 1991, pg.39).
TheExhibitionaimed to display the products of the country, and as well as to
exposenativepeople to foreign technology and methods,which can be employed
toimproveproductionin the country. It is also mentionedthat the exhibitionaimed
tobringdifferentsocial classes of the populationtogether. It is worth noting here
thattheizmirInternationalFair has been very successful in this respect.
Igure 3.3-Drawingsof the 1893 exhibitionbuildings (from~elik, 1992)
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RaimondoD'Aranco was assigned as the architectof this exhibition,The exhibition
wasintendedto become an arena of architecturalexperimentation,however, the
pavillionswere never built. Although the end result did not reach the initial
expectations,the intentions and preparationfor the proposed exhibition indicate
thesearch of the Ottoman Empire for an architectural philosophy of its own.
(Figure3.3)
3.1.4.INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITIONS THAT THE OTTOMANS
PARTICIPATED IN, AFTER THE 1863 ISTANBUL "SERGI-I UMUMI-I
OSMANI"
1867Parisexposition is the most importantinternationalevent that the Ottomans
participatedin. During this exposition, all the participatingcountries constructed
pavillionswithinthe exhibitarea that representedtheir architecturalunderstanding.
Buildingsrepresentingthe Ottoman Empire consisted of a mosque, a Bosphorus
villanda Turkish bath.The mosque was styled afterthe Green Mosque at Bursa
(Germaner,1991).
Followingthe1867 Paris exposition,Ottomansparticiptedin the InternationalWien
Exhibition,rganizedunder the supervision of Archiduke Regnier, in 1873. Motani
Efendiwasappointedto preparethe architecturaldesign of the Ottomanpavillions.
Thexhibitiondelegationwas led by the Ministerof Public Works, ibrahimEdhem
Pa~a,who was very well prepared to present the Ottoman cultural heritage.
EdhemPa~ahad brought collections of drawings representativeof Ottoman art,
ed"Usul-uMimari-i Osmani" (L'Architecture Ottoman= Ottoman Architectural
~Ie),aimed to communicate Ottoman architecture and ornamentation
Germaner,1991).
ringthe 100th anniversary of the French revolution, in May-October 1889,
otherParis Exhibition was organized. Ottomans were represented in this
ibitionwithouta delegation;only a few individualrepresentativeswere present.
anHamdiBey and Halil Pa~a,who displayedtheirwork and were awarded by
als,areexamplesof such individualaccomplishments(Germaner, 1991).
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Otherinternationalexhibitions that the Ottomans officially participatedin are the
1893Chicago Exposition and the 1900 Paris InternationalExposition (Germaner,
1991).
Participationin these internationalculturalevents inevitablyhad a great impacton
Ottomancultural ambience. However, the economical benefits that could have
resultedfrom such international relationships never quite reached the expected
levels(Germaner,1991).
3.2.EXPOSITIONS DURING THE TURKISH REPUBLIC
3.2.1.LOCAL EXHIBITIONS IN iZMiR (1923-1928)
Theorigins of the izmir culturepark date back to 1923, "The September 9,
DomesticProducts Exhibition".The First Congress of Economics was organised in
izmir,followingthe instructionof M. Kemal Ataturk,at the izmir School of Industry
(Mithatpa~aS nat EnstitusO)under the supervision of General Kazlm Dirig. Any
personwho had anythingto do withthe economics in Turkey was invited.Almost 3
000peoplefrom all over Turkey attendedthis meeting.The Minister of Economy
(iktisatVekili) of the period, Mahmut Esat Bozkurt, declared the goal of this
Congress,which had successfully attractedan impressive numberof participants,
asfollows:
'Thiscongress,which unites the farmers, tradesmen and manufacturers of our
country,willdiscuss the preventivemeasures that are urgently needed to ensure
theeconomicaldevelopmentof Turkey ,andwill submit a final statementresulting
fromthediscussions to the Parliement (T.B.M.M.) and to the government. The
Congresswill also discuss the means to promote economical reorganization,
moreoveragricultural and industrial workers will establish trade unions. An
administrativeboard for each union will be instituted."(From Sbnmezdag, 1978,
pg.22).
MustafaKemal Ataturk commenced the Congress, and the chairman of the
Congresswas Kazlm Karabekir. The basic aim of this Congress, as stated by
Atatork,was to discuss the economical situation of the country: "No matter how
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successfula militarytriumph is, if it is not crowned with economical victories, the
successcannotbe continuous and long lived"(From S6nmezdag, 1978,pg.22).
Therewas an exhibitionconnected to the Congress with the aim of displayingand
publicisingthe products of the participants,consisting of farmers, representatives
fromindustry,merchants and tradesmen (Aksoy, 1992). This exhibitionwas also
AtatOrk'sidea, as can be understoodfrom his telegraphof January 17, 1923:
"Followingthe instructionof our commander-in-chief,Gazi Mustafa Kemal Pa~a,
TheMinistery of Economics of the Government of the Turkish Parliement
recommendsthe deliveryof all of the productsof our country,produced in different
industrialfactories,to izmir where the Turkish Congress of Economics will be held
onFebruary;all our produce pertainingto the Turkish Economical development
willbeexhibitedin respective sections. The governmentwill take all preventive
measuresto ensure a successful meeting."(From Okgun, 1971, pg.215)
Initiallythelocationof the exhibitionwas plannedas the ittihatand Terakki School
(Karata!?Highschool of today), however the building was not large enough to
accomodate4 000 people. Therefore, the site was moved to the warehouses of
theOttomanBank in the 2nd Seaside Boulevard (2.Kordon). The rightwing of the
buildingwas used for the Exhibition, the left for the Congress (<;avdar,1986,
pg.111).The durationof the firstexhibitionwas two weeks, February 17 - March 4.
Theexhibitionwas very successful and was repeated after a 4-year interval In
September4-25, 1927 (BelediyelerDergisi, 1936,pg.46).
In1925 a socialbodywas formed in izmir, named Milli iktisat ve Tasarruf Cemiyeti
(NationalEconomicsand Savings Society). The aim of the society was to exhibit
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thedomesticproductsof the countryand show all the manufacturedgoods to the
cnizens.This society succeeded to establish a commission with distinguished
membersincludingthe Mayor, the president and members of the Chamber of
Commerce,some authorities from the Municipality, journalists, and tradesmen.
Thiscommissionassembled in the Chamber of Commerce on April 18, 1927 and
arrivedatmajordecisions about the exhibitionthatwas going to be repeatedafter
afour-yearinterval(S6nmezdag, 1978,pg.24).The name of the second exhibition
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wasgoing to be the same as the first one: Domestic Products Exhibition. The
decisionsof the Committeewere statedas follows:
"1.There will be a local expositionnamed"SeptemberExhibit".
2. In the near future, it is highly recommendedto transformthis exhibitionto
aninternationalaffair thatwill be carriedout on a yearly basis.
3. Initiallythe dates of the exhibition were proposed as 4-11 September,
includingthe 9th of Septembe~, however this period of time was later considered
tobetooshortand thereforethe closing date was extendeduntilthe 25th.
4. izmir School of Industry (Mithatpa~aSanat EnstitosO), with 12 000 m2
closedand 13 000 m2 open space for the exhibition was designated as the
appropriatelocationof the exhibit.
5. Although the present event is not an internationalexhibition,any foreign
companieswho wish to participatewill be welcomed.
6. Direct application to the government will facilitate and encourage the
participationf foreigners."(S6nmezdag, 1978,pg.25).
Thelocationof the second exhibitionwas the izmir School of Industryon an area
of12000m2closed and 13000m2open exhibitionareas as decided. The aim was
todisplayall kinds of products, such as carpets, leather products, furniture,
Kutahyaceramics, soap, iron industry, copper, clothes, books and magazines
madein Turkey. Moreover, as anticipated, foreign countries such as England,
Italy,France,Sweden and Hungary participatedin the event (izmir Rehberi 1934,
pg.89). This exhibitionwas very successful and the decisions of the "The First
Congressof Economics"were also being achieved throughthis subsequentevent.
Thiscanbe understoodfrom the speech of Turgut Bey, member of the Chamber
ofCommerce:"One of the major decisions taken at the Co~gress of Economics
wasto carryout exhibitions which would contribute significantly to our national
economy.The site of izmir presents the most advantageous location of Anatolia
withregardto internationaltrade and exportation.From now on izmirwill continue
tobetheprincipalcity regardingeconomical development.Although our Chamber
2thesalvationof Izmir from military occupation
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ofCommercewas initiallyreluctantto undertakethe organizationof an exhibition,
wehavebeen able to realize this event underthe guidance of our Governor (Vali),
KazlmPa~a.Although he exhibition has originated as a national event, sincere
interestsof the consulates in our city have evoked confidence that it will be
transformedinto an internationalaffair in the near future." (S6nmezdag, 1978,
pg.25).
Figure3.4-The 1928 Festival at the IzmirSchool of Industry(Mithatpa~aSanat
EnstitosO)
Thethirdexhibitionlasted from September 4 - September 21 1928 at the same
location(Figure 3.4). More products were exhibited with the participationof a
growingnumberof national and internationalfirms (izmir Rehberi 1934, pg.89).
Oncemore,a Committee assembled for the 1928 exhibition (Figure 3.5) that
reachedthedecisions below:
"1. To organize an exhibitionat izmir School of Industry (Mithatpa~aSanat
EnstitOsO), between4-20 September.
2. To apply to the Turkish Railways and request discounted.rates (30% for
peopleand50% for merchandise) to promoteparticipation,along the same lines
witht ediscountedrates applied in the previousexhibitionperiods.
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3. Acceptance of applicationsfor participationbetween 1st of July and 25th of
August,and the acceptance of merchandise,to be exhibited,between 15th August
and31stAugust.
4. To endow the gold and silver medals3to the awardees of the previousyear
duringtheopeningceremonyof the followingevent.
5. The constitutionof a committeefor publicityand the dissemination of 24
000postersand brochures.
6. The labeling of lettersand telegraphs at the post offices by stamping the
words:"Participatein the Second izmir Exhibitionof September9".
7. The organization of a lottery by the Red Crescent Association (Hilal-i-
ahmerCemiyeti).
8. To construct an artificialgarden and an amusement park to provide an
opportunityfor the visitorsto rest.
9.The publicationof a newspaper in Turkish and French during the exhibition
withthename:September9.
10. To encourage the participation of foreign countries by facilitating
proceduresrelatedto participation.
11.To ensure the completion.of the electrical installationat least 10 days
beforetheopeningof the exhibition.
12.Theestablishmentof a temporarypost office at the exhibitionsite.
13. Sending one of the committee members, the stock exchange
superintendantKemalettin Bey, to the cities of istanbul and Bursa as
representative.
14.Placingexhibitionstickers on the cigarette packages that will be sold in
thepavillionofthe State Monopoly Administration.
15.Preparation of guidelines regarding the conduct of civil and military
policemenwithinthe boundaries of the exhibition,by the Public Security Officers."
Stinmezdag,1978,pg.28-29).
Althought esesuccessive events were also successful, it became apparent that
buildingdid not meet all the demands of the exhibition and a change of
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locationwas deemed appropriate.In additionto the physicalconstraints,prevailing
financialand organizationaldifficutiespresentedproblems,thereforeat the closing
ceremony,the intended date for the following exhibitionwas announced as three
yearslater(Sdnmezdag, 1978,pg.29).
Figure 3.5-The Committeeof the 1928 Domestic Products Exhibition:Front row
from right,ZiyaBey, Hakkl Bey, Kazlm Dirig Pa§a, Hulusi Bey, HClsnClBey, back
row fromright,Cevdet Bey, $efki Bey, Ferit Bey, Turgut Bey, KemalettinBey.
(from S6nmezdag,1978)
3.2.2.iZMiRFESTIVALS (1931-1935)
.2.2.1.MOTIVATION
In1931BehgetUz had become the Mayor of the Municipality of izmir (Bilget,
1949, pg.25),and wanted to create an InternationalFestival, which would be a
regularyearlyevent, to replace the Domestic Products Exhibition (Belediyeler
rgisi,1936,pg.39). izmir was considered to be a suitable location for the
~hasbecomea tradition,since the Ottoman expositions, to give rewards to the participants in
siderationftheirpavillionsor products
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Festivalsite because izmir's geographical location presents an advantage and
economicalprominence since the city is situated at the origin of roads and
highwaysthat lead to precious historic settlements in the Aegean region. in the
nearfuture.izmir Harbor was one of the most importanteconomical centres of the
Mediterraneanand the city of izmirwas a good candidateto become the industrial
centerof Turkey. Considering all these factors, izmir's location was predicted to
presentan advantageand contributeto the developmentof the Festival.
Thisuniqueposition makes izmir a frequent stoppingpoint for many tourists. This
property,among manyothers, accentuates the importanceof cleaning izmir of the
remainsof the great fire4 (Figure 3.6), which, in addition to constitutinga health
hazard,alsodisruptthe beautifulview.
Figure 3.6-izmir,afterthe great fire of 1922 (Ya~arAksoy, Yeni ASlr 1976)
Inthe19th century,in order to provide the modern and invigoratingatmosphere
thatthecitiesneeded, Haussman suggested total elimination of ill and useless
The great fire started on the 1ih of September, 1922 in the non-muslim (Armenian)'
~hborhoods,following the entry of the Turkish troops, and lasted for 3-4 days. The fire was
enundercontrolin the 16theof September. According to the reportof the Bahriye BakanligI, on
19thof Septemberthe area of the Culturepark todaY2Mustabey region, Pasaport, Alsancak,
hramanlarndmostof Basmane, an area of 250 000 m were totallyburntdown. Approximately
000 housesin the most wealthy neighborhoods were totally burnt down. Almost 30 000 people
(Gursoy,1993,pg. 129)
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elements,analogous to a medical surgical procedure,and startbuildingeverything
accordingto the scientific functionalistapproach. Marinetti's ideas and the "Plan
Vois"proposal of Le Corbusier for Paris are examples of this radical
understanding.However, duringthis period, izmirwas almost totallyburntdown by
thegreat fire, and therefore restructuringwas essential, without the need to
abolishtheexistingold buildings (EyOce, 1996).
Prof.Prost and Prof. Danger had rendered a local zoning and construction plan
(Figure3.7) for izmir after the great fire. Dr. Uz preferred to have the planning
workdonein an office directlyaffiliatedto the Municipalityinsteadof awardingthe
contractfor the masterplan of izmirto foreign specialists. Le Corbusier was invited
toworkas a consultant in this office (Batur, 1998).
Oneofthesolutions to the problem mentionedabove has been to construct roads
andboulevards(207 000 m2) on burntareas: Vaslf c;lnar, Kazlm Ozalp, Voro~ilof,
$QkrOKaya Boulevards, a little part of Mustabey Boulevard, Basmane,
CaYlrilbahgeAlsancak Squares, and the roads between PanaYlr (Fairgrounds,
Marketplace)and the Highschool. These constructionswere carried out according
tatheplanof Prof. Proust and Prof. Danger (Uz, 1935, pg.52).
3.2.2.2.THE 1933 iZMiR FESTIVAL
Theideasbehind this exhibitionwere to show the "Nation"that the young Turkish
Republicwas growing economically, and to become recognized internationally.
Wrtheseintentions,Turkey had participatedin internationalexpositions such as
lie ones in Leipzig, Milano and Paris. Inspired by the success in these
xpositions,the idea of the Festival gained impetus, and as a first step in
cominginternational,exhibition of national and internationalproducts in izmir
estivalwas agreed on (Doganoglu, 1933, pg. 231). The difference between the
estivalndthe Domestic Products Exhibitionwould be that besides exhibitingthe
ds,it would be possible to sell them as well. This would be advantageous
useitwould lower the prices of goods for the benefitof the citizens of izmir,
dwouldinduce an economical invigoration.Another aspect is that the festival
s notrequire a single building, instead a large area is necessary for the
nstructionf manysmaller pavillions.This idea was firstdiscussed in June 1933
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anda festival committeewas organised in July 3, 1933.This committeeconsist of
ofGeneralKazlm Dirig, the Mayor of the MunicipalityDr. Beh<;etUz, the president
of the Chamber of Commerce Hakkl Bey, Re~at Leblebicioglu from the
Municipality,Zeki Dogan Bey from the Chamber of Commerce and the presidents
ofallthebanks in the city (Sonmezdag, 1978,pg.36).
iz~IiIt ~~lBI~~
$EI<U MOSTAKBEL PLAN
Figure3.7-Danger plan (fromEyOce archive)
Promptly,within three months the festival was organized. The location of the
festivalwas moved to a site in Alsancak (the current Hotel Ephesus), covering a
totalareaof 32 000 m2 (Figure 3.8). The duration was also extended to three
weeks:September9-30. The responsibilitiesand duties of the Festival Committee
weresimilarto thatof the ExhibitionCommitteeof 1928,however therewere many
moredifficultiesuch as the cleaning up of the selected area.
TheFestivalcommenced with a ceremony on September 9, 1933. There was no
foreignparticipationin the 1933event.
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Figure 3.8- Picture of the modelof the 1933 Festival (from,S6nmezdag, 1978,
pg.37)
3.2.2.3.1934:4TH iZMiR FESTIVAL
In1933itwas decided that the festivalwould take place in the same location and
inthesamedates as before (izmir Rehberi, 1936,pg. 92).As planned, the Festival
wasrepeatedon a yearly basis: 4th izmir Festival was held in 1934 (Figure 3.9),
witha slightlyearlier starting date of August 26. ismet in6nu and Dr. Beh<;etUz
emphasizedthe importance of the Festival for the growing Turkish Republic in
theirspeechesduringthe opening ceremony:
"Oureconomicalpolicy is moving in two directions. We want to accomplish our
industrialprogramin addition to endorsing preventivemeasures and formulations
toraisethevalue of our agriculturalproduce. We perceivethese two directionsas
closelyinterrelated.Any factor that benefits one will also assist the other. izmir
Festivalis an exceptional event to introduce both agricultural and industrial
products."(in6nu,1934, pg. 115).
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"OnthisTurkish homeland,the productsof our factories,which we are proud of, is
a harvestof our Republic. Our produce are sufficiently strong and refined to
competewith their like in both domestic and foreign markets. To introduce our
productsto the world will assist in our national economical mission. This izmir
InternationalFestival (Beynelmilel izmir PanaYIrI) will aid in the dissemination and
comprehensionof national products, in the encountering of potential customers,
andin the specialization of various industrial sectors, thereby will significantly
contributeto fulfilling our goal in accordance with the program of the Turkish
industryand commerce."(Uz, 1934,pg.112)
Figure 3.9-1934Festival (fromHOseyinTOrkmenogluarchive)
TheFestivalcontinued until September 15 in the same location as in 1933. The
participantsbuilt many pavilion buildings. i~ Bank of Turkey had constructed a
largepavilionbuildingto exhibit industrialproducts; SOmerbank had gathered the
productsof manyfactories in its pavilion;Ziraat Bank exhibited the photographs
andarchitecturaldrawings of crop depositories and examples of wheat products
(Aydoslu,1934,pg.23). "General guidelines" (Umumi Talimatname)of the festival
ntainsdetailedinformationregarding organization, participation and entrance
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fees(Ticaretve Sanayi Odasl Mecmuasl, 1934) and providesevidence relatingto
theprofessional organization of the event. During the successful organization,
everydetail was considered in advance and almost no space was allowed for
chance.The Festival gained an international identity with the participation of
Russia,England, Iraque and Italy, and began to extend to cover the Balkan
Region.
3.2.2.4.1935:5TH iZMiR FESTIVAL
Followingthe 4th izmir Festival, the 5th izmir Festival commenced in 1935 at the
samelocationin August 22 (Figure 3.10) and continueduntilSeptember 11, 1935.
Intheopeningceremonyof the 5th Festival, the Ministerof Economy, Celal Bayar,
referstothe increasingeconomical role of the Festival (Cantork, 1935,pg.2):
'Turkisheconomy, like other economies, perceives the expansion of international
exchangeand increased domestic commerce as the main instrumentsleading to
economicalgrowth. The basic goal of the Festival is to provoke, promote, and
developinternationaleconomical liaisons. This Festival in izmir, a city with a key
positionin Turkish economy and exportation, has already accomplished a
substantialpart of its mission. On the one hand, new relationships resultingfrom
thisyearlyevent have provided new possibilitiesfor exportation,and on the other
hand,the introduction of modern production technology and the subsequent
implementationf new equipmenthave increased our imports.The invigorationof
thetradebetweenTurkey and internationalmarkets has been beneficial both for
Turkeyandfor individualnationalmarkets involved."
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Figure3.10- 1935 Festival (fromHuseyin Turkmenogluarchive)
3.2.3.iZMiR CUL TURPARK AND THE iZMiR INTERNATIONAL FAIR
TheDomestic Products Exhibition, which originated in izmir was gradually
transformedintothe izmir Festival and finallydeveloped intothe izmir International
Fair.Thissuccessive order is apparent with reference to the aims, the way they
wereorganized,and the ideas and persons behind them. As the izmir Domestic
ProductsExhibitionwas extendedand became the izmir InternationalFestival, the
dimensionsof izmirSchool of Industry(Mithatpa~aSanat EnstitCIsu)was no longer
sufficientforthe exhibition.Therefore, it became necessary to change the location
ofthefairgroundsto a larger area behind the CumhuriyetSquare, (currentlyHotel
Ephesus).At the time itwas considered as the permanentlocation. However, due
otheincreasingsuccess and popularity of the International izmir Festival, the
ecessityofinda constant locationemerged once more.
.2.3.1.THEINITIAL PROPOSITIONAL PANORAMA IN 1936
efestivalmovedto its new location in 1936, howeverthe idea of the creation of
Culturepark,a green space for the city dates back to 1933. In June 1933, some
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Turkishsportsmen (Turk Halkevi Sporculan) visited Odessa, Russia. There were
footballplayers, wrestlers, athletesand swimmers in the team. Suat Yurdkoru had
beenthe leader of the footballteam since 1926.The teams, withYurdkoru, visited
theParks, Stadiums, and Museums in Russia during this trip (Figure 3.11). The
MoscowCultureparkimpressed Suat Yurdkoru; his impressionsabout the trip and
Russiaare stated in the newspaper articlein Yeni ASlr of June 15, 1933.
Figure3.11- Suat Yurdkoru, adressing the Turkish teams in Russia, 1933 (Ya:;;ar
Aksoy,Yeni ASlr 1976)
In1934 SuatYurdakoru became the assistant of Mayor of the Municipality,Behc;et
Uz.Yurdkoruproposed that the area allocated for the park of the city should be
enlargedandturnedinto a Culturepark.The City Council agreed on this proposal
(YurdkoruI 1962,pg.7).
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3.2.3.2.SITE
Asmentionedin Chapter 2, the rationalistarchitecturalmovement in Europe had
significantimpact on young Turkish architects. One of the first examples of this
trendwas the urban design tendered to the Danger brothers, representatives of
the"Geometricians",in 1921. However, because of the limitedfinancial resources
ofthe municipality,the application of this plan was extended to a long period
(EyOce,1996).
Duringthe period when Behget Uz was the Mayor of the Municipalityof izmir, the
cityflourishedwith respect to allocating green space for parks and planting trees
alongroads and boulevards. Twenty new parks were instituted and tens of
thousandsof trees were planted in the city.The emphasis that Behget Uz placed
ongreenspace did not only reflecthis understandingof urban planning, but also
hisbeliefof the important role of green space for an individual's physical and
mentalwellbeing.The most fruitfulreflectionof this strategyhas been to establish
Culturepark.(Serge, 1998). There is consensus on the assertion that the most
valuableheritagefrom Behget Uz's period is the establishmentof the Culturepark,
ormorecorrectly, the allocation of space for the Culturpark site (Cahit, 1937,
pg.5).
Initially,an area of 60 000 m2 was allocated for a park in Alsancak in this plan.
However,when Suat Yurdakoru, visited Russia and shared his impressions about
asimilarestablishment in Russia, Behget Uz was influenced. Suat Yurdakoru
commentedthat it would be more desirable to include a large park in the master
planofizmir,a major project of the time, similar to parks in large European cities
thatBehgetUz admired,and that60 000 m2 would be too small for such a project.
Themayor accepted the proposal enthusiastically and brought the issue
immediatelyto the city council (Yurdkoru, 1962, pg, 7). Both the report prepared
by SuatYurdakoru, and Behget Uz's investigations during his 45-day visit to
Moscow5,reinforcedthis idea (Sdnmezdag, 1978). The report prepared by Suat
5 Beh~etUz was sent to Russia in 1935, with the directions of Ismet Inonu, to visit the park in
Moscow
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Yurdkoruand presented to the City Council as a proposal in May 14, 1934 is as
follows(Cultureparkwas organized based on this initialproposal):
"Cultureparkwill be organized to accommodatethe need of the citizens of
izmirto enjoy natureand satisfy health requirementsincludingfresh air and sun; at
thesametime, the cultureparkwill present a culturalenvironmentthat will reflect
thespiritof the revolutionsand reformsof the Turkish republic.
From this viewpoint, the 360 000 m2 of land allocated for the culturepark
shouldbe plannedto accommodatethe establishmentsbelow.
Gatesleadingto the park:
There can be various gates to enter the park from different directions.
Howeverthe construction of four main gates, located on the North, South, East
andWestof the park, is essential. To preventovercrowding, plazas both outside
andinsideeach gate are essential. In additionto these main gates, smaller gates
forpedestrianscan be built.
If motorizedvehicles are allowed to enterthe park, additionalgates for the
entranceand departure of these vehicles should be considered. The roads for
thesemotorized vehicles should be different from those for pedestrians and
connectedto their respectiveentrance and exitgates.
Theforestationof the park and roads:
In the decision to plant trees, it is essential to take into consideration the
individualproperties of the trees, the intended density, and the association of
thesetreeswith the roads. While reaching a qecision on these issues, a unique
solutionfor each region is more desirable than a general prototype application
throughoutthe park. This variability among different regions will prevent
monotonousnessof the park will evoke interestand curiosityamong visitors.
Constructionswithinthe park:
Theconstructionsrequiredare itemizedbelow:
Various constructions:
1-Eitherclose to each one of the four entrances, or by the largestof these
gates,theSouthentrance,will be an "lost itemssafekeeping"facility.
2-Park administrationbuilding.
3- Bicycle, motorcycle and automobile parking areas with a repair shop.
Thesefacilitieswill be located in close proximityto the gate(s) for vehicle entrance.
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4- Kiosks, in sufficient quantity, that will provide information about the
locationof the entrances of the pavilions in the park (directory).
5- Kiosks for selling cigarettes,candies, drinks and newspapers.
6- Kiosks for telephone,postal services and telegraph.
7- Kiosks for photography.
8- An electricpowerhouse.
9- Toilets and waste disposal areas.
10- Central fire extinguishingfacility.
11- Police and MunicipalityCenters or Sites.
12- Benches and similar facilitiesto sit and rest, located by the roads and
plazas,constructedfrom eitherconcreteor wood.
13- Restaurants, coffee houses and bars.
Public gathering facilities for meetings, sports activities and
amusementle ntertainment:
14- A square that will accommodate 5 000 people for meetings and
demonstrations.
15- A facility directly connected to the square described In item 14,
containingspeakers, radio and equipmentfor music broadcasting.
16-A citystadium.
17- An amphitheater that can also be used for wrestling and boxing
tournaments,if required.
18- A space allocated for circus if such entertainm~ntcompanies visit
izmir.If it is difficultto allocate this space, the square can be temporarilyused for
thispurpose.
19-Two plazas, each to accommodate 1000 people. These plazas will be
occasionallyused for military exercise with the aim of both propaganda and
motivation.These plazas will also be given out to schools to provide an outdoor
facilityfor physicaleducation activities.There will be closed dressing rooms and
showersby these plazas. Furthermore, in conjunction with the above, a medium
sizedoutdoorswimmingpool and a small restaurantwill be built.
21- A theater and a cinema for children's activities(School performances
andshowsforchildren).
22-Children'splaygroundslocatedat various sites in the park.
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23- Pools of various sizes, located in differentplaces throughoutthe park.
Therewill be trees, such as weeping willows, planted by these pools and lawn-
seatsin adequate quantities.
24- Tennis courts and a parachutejumpingtower.
25- An isolated place (milk drop), allocated to walk the babies through in
theircarriagesand expose them to sunshine. In proximityto this area, a sandbox
willbeconstructedfor largerchildrento play.
Constructionsrelated to the revolutions and military:
26- AtatOrkMansion (Atatork's life and his accomplishments,startingfrom
hischildhood,will be illustrated)and mansions for those who have helped himwith
revolutionsand reforms (General ismet in6nOand Fevzi <;akmak).
27- A small militarymuseum, showing Turkish soldiers and the evolution
oftheTurkish army throughout history, finally leading to the current status of the
military(Employing representative maps, pictures, costumes, material and
equipmentof the army).
28- Revolution and culture museum (As In item 27 above, maps,
diagrams,figures,tables will be employed).
29- If possible, izmir Civil Museum should be transferredto culturepark.
30- A Geology, Geography, Anthropology and Astronomy museum
(includinga cornerfor minerals).
31- A museum to promote public awareness about contagious and
dangerousdiseases (preventivemedicinebuilding).
32- A permanentexhibit to display both the agricultural produce and the
industrialproductsof the izmir region.
33-A warehouse for storingmaterialand equipment.
34-All the buildings that will be constructed within the boundaries of the
park,smallor large, should involve exterior designs that are representativeof
eithertheold or the new architecturalunderstanding. (A plate must be placed on
anappropriateplace of the building that contains information about the
architecturalperiodand style.)" (Yurdkoru, 1962,pg.7).
On920 000 m2 of the 1 750 000 m2 area damaged by the great fire, new
constructiona d settlements had already begun. 360 000 m2 of the remaining
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830000 m2 was reserved for Culturepark,thatwas going to be the first of its kind
inTurkey.The allocation and legal expropriationof a substantialpart of the burnt
areafor public use would also aid in solving the problem of the valuation of the
land.The area reserved for Culturepark was later increased to 430 000 m2
(Yurdkoru,1962,pg.7).
Beforethe decision to reserve the 360 000 m2 of the burntarea for Culturepark in
1933,Herman Jansen was invited to izmir for consultation about the reserved
area.The area was viewed from the top of Ataturk Highschool. Jansen stated that
theburntdown area could not be handled without a great amount of money and
advisedthat the Municipality solve this problem later, after the country is in a
bettersituationeconomically. He even stated "If you can clean this area in 40
years,I would like to congratulate you". However this did not satisfy the
Municipalityof izmir, so they also consulted four architectsfrom izmir, and these
fourarchitectsdid not think that cleaning the area was unattainable (From the
interviewith Huseyin Turkmenoglu). A constructor (Kurt Niyazi) was hired for
cleaningup the area. The work started in September 1935.As a whole, the Park
wasintendedto be a recreational,culturaland entertainingplace for the city. The
buildingsthat were planned to be constructed in the park included museums,
children'splay areas, squares, a stadium, public theaters and The izmir Fair, that
wasplannedto be moved to Culturepark at the time. In the burnt down areas of
izmir,besidesthe 360 000 m2 of land allocated for the Culturepark grounds, the
"1.Kordon" (The Seaside Avenue) and the road between Basmane and Tepecik
wereconstructed.This and the other large boulevards, mentioned above, were
adornedwithtrees. Together with these restructuringefforts in urbanization, new
neighborhoodswere constructed which were reminiscent of the Yeni~ehir of
Ankara,thecapitalof the republic(BelediyelerDergisi, 1936).
Theparkwas intendedto serve not only izmir, but also the whole Aegean Region
asa culturalcenter. The initial approach was to organize a competition for the
designingof Culturepark.Consequently following Beh<;etUz's visit to Russia and
theNew Cultureparkin Moscow (Erdim, 1991, pg.11) on January 1, 1936, the
constructionf the Culturepark begun with the plantation of the first trees
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(Yurdkoru,1962, pg.7). In this first proposal, the culturepark was planned to
accommodatean Atatilrk OevrimMilzesi (AtaturkRevolution Museum), a stadium,
anopen amphitheater,a swimming pool, a parachute tower, a zoo, playgrounds
forchildren,the Festival area, and other various recreationaland sports facilities.
Additionally,a new nightclub/casinowould be constructedfor entertainmentand a
poolin the square with water jets spraying colored water would constituteone of
the majorattractions.
Consideringthe fact that the weather will be relatively hot during the festival
season,the roads within the fairgrounds were designed such that the whole park
couldbenefitfrom the local "imbaf' (southwinds of the summer)winds.
gure 3.12- Plantationof the firsttrees, 1933 (Huseyin Turkmenogll archive)
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The Government provided a substantial amount of financial support for the
Culturepark(Uz, 1935).With the new plans and the financialsupport, the deserted
burntareas would go througha significanttransformation.
ACommitteewas formed in order to organizethe large amountof work thatshould
be done. The committee members were: President Behget Uz, Re~at
Leblebicioglu(financial affairs), Cahit <;egen(Technical affairs), Rahmi Zallak
(expositionand economical affairs), Suat Yurdkoru (propaganda) and secretary
generalof the Chamber of Commerce, Mehmet Ali Eten. The president of the
"Turkofis"was assigned as the superintendent of the Turkish Government
(Sonmezdag,1978, pg.53).
As thefirststep in the constructionof the area, trees were planted (Figure 3.12),
andwalls were constructed along the borders of the Park. A large amount of
moneywas needed for the constructionof the walls, so the Municipalitycame up
witha clever idea to raise money: They advertised in newspapers that masonry
workerswere going to be hired for the substantial construction work at the
Culturepark.However, instead of interviewing the applicants, the municipality
wouldtest their craftsmanship; each applicant was supposed to build a 3 m.
portionof the wall around the Park. The wall was constructedthis way and it was
highqualitybecause workers did their best in order to be hired for the job (From
interviewithHuseyin Turkmenoglu).
ArchitectsNecmeddin Emre and Vedat Ar undertookthe construction of 14 large
pavilionbuildingsand completedthe job successfully (Stinmezdag, 1978).
The6th izmirFestival was established in this new and permanent location (Figure
3.13). The area allocated for the Festival was 36 000 m2 and the dates of the
eventwere September 1-22, 1936. The relocation of the Festival to the new
Cultureparkgrounds was also accompanied by a change in its name: izmir
InternationalFair.
TheMayor,Behget Uz went to Yalova on August 15, 1936 to invite Atatork to
attendthe opening ceremony of the Fair. Due to his health problems and the
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criticalstatus of externalaffairs, Ataturk could not come to the opening ceremony
butappointedthe Prime Minister ismet inonu to participate(Sonmezdag, 1978).
Figure3.13-The Cultureparkunder construction,1936 (Huseyin Turkmenogll
archive)
OnSeptember 1, 1936, the Prime Minister ismet inonu opened the 6th
Internationalizmir Fair with a very outstandingceremonywith the following words:
"Aseverybodywill recall, a few years ago this land was a wreckage and a
desertedarea. To envision such a site as a convention center as well as a
gatheringplace for the economical affairs and a representative sample of our
nationalindustry,moreoverto constitutea cultureparkhere, surely reflectsa noble
andapowerfulideology."(Sonmezdag, 1978).
II canbe stated that three basic factors influenced the decision to establish a
Cullureparkfor izmir:
(1)Beh<;:etUz'sappreciationand love for green space.
(2) The restructuring of burnt places in the new master plan of izmir
Anadolu,1936).
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(3) Providing improvedconditionsfor the izmir Festival
3.2.3.3.GOVERNMENT POLICIES
izmirwas a very importantcity in relationto the war of independence:from the first
bulletthat started the war to the final victory. After the war and during the
foundationof the republic,the populationof izmirwas reducedto almost 50% and
thecitywas almost totally damaged by the great fire. However izmir had a very
largehinterlandand a high potentialof developmentand prosperity.
Themainmotivationunderlyingthe attentionizmir receivedfrom the Government
wasto overshadow the pre-revolution city of izmir with its cosmopolitan nature,
vivacityand glimmerwith the modern port city of the young Turkish Republic. The
cosmopolitanatureof the citycan be attributedto the large numberof inhabitants
withdiverse ethnic and religious backgrounds, primarily from the West. This
diversityinfluences the way izmir IS perceived and subsequently nicknamed
("gavurizmir").
Thepersonalitiesof the Mayors of the citydeserve special courtesy in this respect.
Dr.Behc;etUz, who served as the Mayor of izmir between 1931-1941, had a
strongconvictionin planned development,and did not perceive the city only as a
vision.izmir was an archetype for Turkey, with its solutions for environmental
healthproblems.The Culturepark project and a systematicapproach for a master
planofthecityconstitutethe most importantdecisions of his time (Batur, 1998).
Thedevotionand hard work of the Mayor, Behc;et Uz (Figure 3.14), largely
influencedthis significant support by the government. However, one cannot
overlookand underestimatethe effect of the single-partysystem in the parliament,
whichallowedthe governmentto proceed withoutserious opposition in advocating
theizmirFair.The outcomewas a great opportunityfor the citizens of izmir as well
asthe rest of Turkey since Fair provided a great convenience for cultural
exchangeand commercial convocation. The fair presented an additional social
advantageby providingan opportunityfor the people from the suburban and rural
areasofTurkeyto visit a large city and get exposure to the currentadvancements
atboththe national and the international levels. The reformist, industrial and
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creative side of the young Republic of Turkey was displayed in the fair in a
relatively small scale, and in a way this was intended as propaganda to the
citizensof Turkey as well as international visitors (Belediyeler Dergisi, 1936).
Figure 3.14- Mayor, Dr. Beh<;etUz, in the opening address of the 1936 izmir
InternationalFair (from HOseyin TOrkmenoglu archive)
Overall,the fair constituted a good opportunity for cultural interaction of foreign
countriesas well as providing local economical and commercial benefits.
The1936 Festival was opened by the Prime Minister of the time: ismet inbnO
(Figure3.15); the Minister of Economy, Celal Sayar, Minister of Health, Refik
Saydamand General Kazlm Dirig attended the opening ceremony. The
attendanceat the opening ceremony reflects the importance attributed to this
eventby the Government. ismet inbnO, in his opening speech said: "It is hoped
thatheexhibition area will become a place of national gathering. If the economic
situationof the country can be displayed properly, this will benefit the country and
attractforeigners. This way, the needs of the country will also be accomplished"
(inonu,1936).
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Figure3.15- Prime Minister, ismet inonO,in the opening ceremony of the 1936
izmirInternationalFair (fromHOseyinTOrkmenogluarchive)
Inadditionto the funding supplied directly by the government, 'Trakya Umum
Mufetti~ligi"(Thrace General Inspectorate, led by Kazlm Dirig),Governors Offices,
NationalBanks, Chambers of Commerce, and Industrial establishments
throughoutthe countryprovidedfinancial support for the izmir InternationalFair of
1936.
Otherkindsof indirectsupport fromthe governmentwere as follows:
TheMinistryof Foreign Affairs sent a directiveto the consulates statingthat visas
wouldbefor free from the 20th of August to the 20th of September.
TheMinistryof InternalAffairs, sent a directiveto all the provinces, Municipalities
andallChambersof Commerce, instructingthem to attendthe izmir International
Fair.
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Onthe other hand the Mayor of istanbul, Muhiddin Ostundag, worked hard to
ensureparticipationof the presidentsof all industrialorganizationsat the Fair.
The"HealthMuseum" was constructedwith the support of the Ministry of Health,
andthe Parachute Tower was built under the supervision of "Hava Kurumu"
(AviationAssociation) (Rahmi, 1937, pg.6). The contributions and active
participationof Sumer Bank, i~Bank, and State Monopoly Administrationdenote
governmentsupport specificallyto enhance economy and prosperity.
Figure3.16-Opening ceremony of the 1936 izmir InternationalFair (fromHuseyin
Turkmenogluarchive)
3.2.3.4.TRANSPORTATION
Providingdiscounted rates for public transportation to izmir from allover the
countryduringthe Festival period facilitated travel to izmir. There was a 50%
discountin maritimelines and up to 80% discount in railways (50% discount for
people;luggagebelow 85 kg was free, and above 250 kg had a 75% discount) in
ordertoencourageand enable people from all over the country to visit izmir and
theFair.In additionto these, discounts were providedon the local buses for those
whowishto visitthe areas close to izmir such as c;e~me,Selc;:uk,Bergama (Sait,
1937, pg.9).This also provided an opportunityfor Turkish citizens to see different
partsofthecountrythat they had not visited before. In addition to the discounted
rateintheTurkish Maritime Lines, the Karadeniz ship, containing 300 beds, was
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anchoredat the izmir Harbor and used as a hotelduringthe Fair. Overall, the main
objectiveof the fair was a demonstrationof and propagandafor the developments
andmodernizationof the country(iktisadiYOrOyO~,1940,pg.27).
3.2.3.5.TOURISM
An"izmir Guide" was prepared for the visitors, showing the locations of hotels,
casinos,nightclubs, restaurants, and public baths including their prices and
containingdetailed information about public transportation Also advice and
informationabout sites worth visiting in the environsof izmirwas included (GOlser,
1939, pg.3). The same discounted transportation rates were also available for
thesesites, furthermoreinexpensive bus services were providedfor those wishing
tovisitC;e~me,inciraltl, Pergamon, Sardes, Ephesus and Agora of izmir.
3.2.3.6.PARTICIPATION
Largeareas in Culturepark were reserved for foreign countries. International
participationi the 1936 festival consisted of Russia, Greece and Egypt. More
than200 pavilions (dimensions: 4m x 5m x 3,5 m height)were constructed by the
FestivalCommittee. i~Bank and SOmer Bank collectivelyconstructed a "PanaYfT
Sarayl" (Exhibit Palace) for a permanent display area for themselves in 1939;
similarlymany other state institutionsbought lots and constructed their pavilions,
suchas the "inhisarlar idaresl" (State Monopoly Administration).Another pavilion,
calledthe"Vi/ayetlerPavyonu" (Provinces Pavilion) was constructedso that all the
cities/villagescan exhibit their local industrial and agricultural products. The
Chamberof Commerce and many privateenterpriseand industrialfirms builttheir
ownprivatepavilions and took their places in the fair. Some of the permanent
pavilionsbuiltby respective institutionswere: SOmerbank, State Monopoly, State
Railways,Thrace, Red Crescent, Public Utility Gas, State Suger Factories,
Glassworks,StateTelephone Company, $a~alSpring Water (Tansu, 1936).
3.2.3.7.DEVLOPMENTS AFTER 1936
Attheterminationof the festival in Sept. 22, 1936, it was planned to continuethe
constructionwork at the Culturepark. In the Atatork Revolution Museum, the aim
wastodisplaythe difference betweenthe Ottoman Empire and the young Turkish
Republic(BelediyelerDergisi, 1936).
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A new Fair Committee was formed immediately after the 1936 Fair, which
constitutedof the president,Dr. Behget Uz, Suat Yurdkoru, the Fair superintendent
Suad $akir Kabag, Re~at Leblebicioglu, Cemal Ziya, Ali Buket, Rahmi Erand,
CahitC;egen(Sonmezdag, 1978).
An information office was established and great emphasis was placed on
advertisingthe Fair. Some schools were prepared to be employed as hotels in
casethe presentaccommodationfacilitiesdid notsuffice (Sonmezdag, 1978).
In1937,the municipalityof izmir starteda campaignin preparationfor the zoo that
was intended to be instituted in the Culturepark. Citizens who possessed wild
animalswere invited and encouraged to give these animals temporarily to the
settlementconstructedin the back of the School of Agriculture in Bornova. Among
theanimals that the citizens brought, were jackals, wolves, eagles and a lion.
Furthermore,the municipalitycollected various kinds of animals, had appropriate
cagesbuilt and opened the zoo for visitors, in time for the Fair (Sonmezdag,
1978).
Withthecooperationand help of Turkish Civil Air Association (Turk Hava Kurumu)
andtheirpresident,Fuad Bulca, a parachutetower was constructedto encourage
theyoungergeneration to practice parachute jumping. The tower was designed
andconstructedin one year, by Turkish architectsand engineers. The total cost
was40000TL. The foundationconsisted of 75 piles reachinga depth of 17 m; the
heightof the tower was 48 m with two balconies at 13.26 and 39 meters. Both
elevatorsand stairs were available to climb the tower and the higher balcony
containedfour differentjumping places, each representativeof a differentairplane.
Thefirstpeople to jump from the tower on the 2nd of September, 1937, were the
parachutespecialist Romanof and the parachute instructor Abdurrahman
Turkku~u(Sonmezdag, 1978).
Therestructuringof all of the roads around the fair by using cobblestones was
amongthefinalpreparations.
Aroundthe time when the ih izmir Internationalwas about to commence, there
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wereo.therevents (Militaryexercises in Thrace, Turkish History Exhibition, Tukish
History Congress), which also reflected the successful and meaningful
consequencesof Atatork's revolutions.Ministerof Economics, Celal Bayar opened
theihizmir InternationalFair.
Thefairwas gaining a truly internationalidentity.Visitors fromthe United States of
America,United Kingdom, Greece, Italians were forming groups to come to the
izmirInternationalFair. Informationoffices were assisting to the tourists as well as
providingtourist guides and translatorsfor them. The interestof foreign journalists
wasspecifically importantwith regard to the internationalreputation of the Fair
(Sonmezdag,1978).
Thepresidentof the Balkan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, B. izmiryotis,
declaredthatthe izmir Fair was superiorto the Selanik Fair, which has a historyof
12yearswith the participationof 24 foreign countries; izmiryotis added that the
facilitiesand assistance provided to visitors in izmir surpassed these services
providedin any other country (Sonmezdag, 1978).
In1938,the construction of the "AgricultureMuseum" and the "Culture Museum"
began.Celal Bayar, the Minister of Economy, in his opening address of the 1938
izmirFairsaid: "izmir InternationalFair is live proofthatthe economical situationin
Turkeyis improving every day. Fairs and expositions are very important in the
economicallife of countries. The giant steps of the Kemalist regime in economical
lifecanbeseen everyyear in izmir."(Bayar, 1938)
Thetrees,pools and pavilions in the cultureparkgive this place a unique identity
thatis notfound in other exhibitions.The cultureparkwas initiallyconstructedon
36000m2 of land, howeverwith the additionof the amusementpark (Lunapark),a
hippodromefor horseback riding, and a botanicalgarden (togetherconstituting5
000 m2), its dimensions had reached 41 000 m2 by 1940. The 1936 International
ParisExhibition,had occupied 105 000 m2 of land (Emre, 1940).
Thereare two different types of construction in the Fair: Temporary and
permanent.Permanent constructions which include the pavilions listed below,
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havebeen renovated,painted and the interiordecorations have been modified in
1940: Ataturk Revolution Museum, Agriculture Museum, Health Museum,
Provinces Museum, SOmerbank, Province of Manisa, Eti Bank, Funds (Vaklflar),
Grape Association, Denizli and izmir Chambers of Commerce Exhibition halls,
Red Crescent, State Railways, $ark Sanayi, Turyag, State Monopoly
Administration.Some institutions, that preferred the temporary construction, i~
Bankand Cevelan Zadeler, participatedin the 1940 Fair using partiallypreviously
constructedand partiallynew pavilions. The countrieswith a permanentpavillion,
Russia, Greece, Italy, have renovated their buildings, while United Kingdom,
Germanyand Iran acquired space in the centralexhibitionhall (Emre, 1940).
Someof the new additionsto the cultureparkin 1940are the horseback ridingclub
withmanegeareas and the tennis club with tennis courts (Emre, 1940).
Inadditionto the mission of the cultureparkin the economical developmentof the
country,its contributionto the architecturalunderstandingof the period is also very
significant.The culturepark gradually became a display area for the architects,
engineers,interior designers and various craftsmen working in the fair. The
adaptivemodifications and decorations, as well as the original designs of the
buildingsand pavilions, indicatea gradual evolutionin architecturalunderstanding
(Emre, 1940).
Anotherissue worth mentioningis the securityof the work environment.Although
theconstructionwork at the fair required hasty organization, not a single accident
resultingin casualties occurred, indicating the capability of the engineers and
architectsinvolved(Emre, 1940).
In conclusion, the International izmir Fair is a representative event of the
interrelationshipsbetween ideology and form in architecture. The architectural
understandingof the foundation period of the Turkish Republic, the modernist,
rational,functionalistand secular approach, is reflected in the design of the izmir
Culturepark.The next chapterwill analyze the architectureof the specific buildings
oftheCulturepark with reference to the interactions with social, cultural and
politicalviewpointsof the time.
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CHAPTER 4:
EVALUATION OF THE ARCHITECTURE WITHIN
THE iZMiR CUL TUREPARK
Thischapterdeals with the architecturewithinthe Culturepark,mostlythe pavilion
buildingsdesigned for the Internationalizmir Fair.
Thesebuildingsreflectboth the architecturaltrends in Turkey during the specified
period,influenced by European styles, and the influence of the state socialist
approachadopted as the government policy by the government of the Turkish
Republic.
The 1930s is a period between the two National Architectural Movements in
Turkey.During this period, a modernist exploration without local references is
observedin Turkish architecture. The buildings in the izmir Fair that will be
specificallyevaluated, are examples of architecturewith a propaganda mission
anda modernistunderstanding.Although, some buildings in the izmir Culturepark
(notonly those representative of the First National Architectural Movement but
othersas well) accommodate the historical references as a continuation of the
1920s,these buildingsare not dominant.
Oneof the major reasons for the adoption of the modernist approach in
architecturewas the solutions it offered for the rapid construction activity that
Turkeyneeded, as well as meeting other physical demands of the time. The
missionof the modernist architectural movement in changing the lifestyle and
insightof the society was overlooked or ignored. The buildings designed for the
izmirCultureparkdo not have the purpose of providingthe physical functions that
underliemost of the public improvementwork of the time. Nonetheless, these
buildingsdo employthe modernistaestheticfor a propaganda mission.
Probablyas a consequence of their function,the buildingsin the Cultureparkmake
extensiveuse of Turkish words writtenwith lettersfromthe Latin alphabetadopted
aftertherevolution.Although one would expect to see writtenwords on pavilion
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buildingsbecause of theirfunction,a comparison betweenthe pavilionbuildingsof
othercountriesand of Turkey indicatethat substantiallymore emphasis is placed
onusing "alpha characters" on buildings representing Turkey. It is not easy to
attributethis usage of large texts on buildings directlyto ideologyas other factors
mayalso have influenced this preference. Lettering has a significant function in
advertisingand indicatingthe use of buildings.The clear unseriffedletterforms are
mostlegible at a good scale and conform harmoniously to the geometrical
characterof theirdesigns. Lettersset forwardfrom the wall surface or in silhouette
abovethe roof decorates these buildingswithoutbreakingwall surfaces.
In general, illumination is very extensively used on the fairgrounds as an
architecturale ement.
Inthe beginning of the 1930s, Turkish architects put a special emphasis on
establishingmodernism. While foreign architects designed most of the status
buildings,the opportunitiesprovided to Turkish architectswere limited mainly to
residentialprojects.Therefore the Pavilion buildingsmighthave been perceived as
an importantchance to demonstrate that Turkish architects are capable of
designingarchitecturalproducts in the modern architecturaltrend that are at least
asgoodas theirforeign peers'.
TheCulturepark is a very important place for the Turkish Revolution to be
representedthrough architecture. Furthermore, care was taken to prevent an
overlapbetweenmodernistparadigmsand this representativearchitecture.
"Theleadingarchitects of the period agree that the architectureto represent the
modernismin the essence of the revolution has to have three basic
characteristics:modern/new,secular, Turkish." (Sayar, 1998, pg 129).
Whilethemodernistidealismin Europe was objectedto a criticalevaluation,this is
nothecase in Turkey. The modern architecturedisplayed in the artefacts of the
Culturepark,oftencontrastedthe perspectiveof most of the foreign architectswho
designedthemajorityof the large scale state buildings in Ankara. However, it can't
bedeniedthat modernism in architecture was introduced to Turkey through
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importation.As a result of this, the "architectural expression of the official
modernizationprogram"was not a result of the transformationsthat took place
insidethe architecturaldiscipline. Instead, there is a settlementof an "aesthetic-
formalistapproach" in architecture.Therefore, a "vocabulary"of certain modern
forms was established, especially in residential and public buildings. This
vocabularythatwas listed in Chapter 2 can be observed clearly in the architectural
artefactsin the Culturepark.
4.1ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS WITH HISTORICAL REFERENCES
Someof the buildings in the cultureparkdesigned for the International izmir Fair
between1930 and 1950 contain historical references and with this feature, are
different fromthe modernistarchitecturalsamples of the period.
Someof the buildings in this group can be recognized as a continuation of the
FirstNationalArchitectural Movement and constituteonly a small portion of the
buildingsin the Culturepark.
Thereare also buildingswith neo-c1assicistreferences: three-partiteorganization,
pedimentsand peristyleplans. Interestingly,most of the buildings with these neo-
classicistreferences are pavilions belonging to European countries. Probably the
politicalatmosphere in Europe is reflected on the architecture of these
representativepavilionbuildings.
4.1.1.EXAMPLES REFLECTIVE OF THE FIRST NATIONAL ARCHITECTURE
STYLE
Thebuildingsthat reflectthe First NationalArchitecturalMovement constituteonly
a smallpercentage of the whole building stock of the izmir Fair. Although
modernisttrends in architecture were dominant in Turkey in the 1930s, some
featuresof the First National Architecture can be traced as well. Two buildings,
BursaPavilionand Evkaf (Foundations) Pavilion that have been built in 1937 and
1938, respectively,are such exampl,esand have a Neo-Classicist touch. They
containthe ornamental architecturalelements of the Ottoman religious buildings·•
suchasthepointedarches and the traditionalfinishings.
•
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These buildings that are reflective of the First National Architectural Style are
reminiscentof the buildings built in izmir in the same style such as the National
Library(Milli Ki.Huphane,Figure 4.1), the Opera Building, and the Turkish Guild
TurkOcagI.
Figure 4.1- National Library in izmir, opened at 1933(fromTurkmenogluArchive)
Theformalfeatures of these buildingscan be listedas follows:
• Decorativeelements in the facades
• Use of arches in the windows and otheropenings
• Distinctiveformationof externalelements,such as windows, on different
floors
• The use of classical architecturaldetails in the transitionelements
• The use of false domes
• The use of cut stone
Thebuildingsin the Culturepark reflectiveof this style are:
.; Evkaf (Foundations) Pavilion (1938) (Figures 4.2 and 4.3)
.; Bursa Pavilion (1937) (Figure 4.4)
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Figure 4.2- Evkaf Pavilion, exterior(fromTansu, 1938,pg.244)
Figure 4.3- Evkaf Pavilion, interior(fromTansu, 1938, pg.250)
Figure 4.4- Bursa Pavilion (fromTansu,
1937, pg. 328)
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4.1.2.EXAMPLES REFLECTIVE OF THE NEO-CLASSICAL STYLE IN
ARCHITECTURE
Someof the buildings in the Culturepark have features that reflect the Neo-
ClassicalStyle. These examples do not constitutethe majorityof the buildings in
theizmir Fair and it is interestingthat most of these examples consist of the
pavilionbuildings of the foreign, especially European, Countries. This result is
probablydue to the politicalatmosphere in Europe since these pavilion buildings
aimtorepresentthe architectureof these countries.
Afterthe First World War, there were many revolutionaryoccurrences, especially
intheSoviet Union, Italy and Germany. The work of many architects reflect a
consciousdesire to isolate the developments related to the revolutions from the
ModernMovement (Frampton, 1992).When the National Socialists seized power
inGermany,they turned against modern architecture and art, and the entire
ModernWorld. Their architecturewas based on antiquityand includeda tendency
thathad existed since the turn of the Century, marked with an excess of an
increasinglycoarse Neo-Classicism. Large-scale buildings usually clad in
limestoneand strictly symmetricalwith rusticated ground floors, big projections
andendless rows of high pillars and windows were used. Unlike the dynamism
andtransiencedemanded of modern architecture,the requirementwas for status
andpermanence(Gympel, 1996).
Thebuildings'features included the classical colonnades, sharp and clean lines,
blockmasses, flat and limestone surfaces with very enormous architectural
elementssuch as doors, half-meter-highdoor hinges and huge sculptures (Emir,
1999). Examplesof this approach are seen in the Paris World Exhibition (Figure
4.5)
TheRumanianPavilion in the Culturepark is a typical example of this kind of
architecture,as well as the other Pavilion buildings listed'below. The scales of
thesebuildingsare also larger comparedto the other Pavilion buildingswithinthe
Culturepark.
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Figure4.5- 1937 Paris World Exhibition(fromFrampton, 1992,pg. 219)
Germany Pavilion far right,U.s.S. R. Pavilion far left
The featuresof these buildingscan be listedas follows:
• The use of strippedforms
• Disciplinedrepetitioncan be observed in the facades
• The use of an axial order
• The use of symmetry
• Three partiteorganizations
• The use of pediments
• The use of peristyle plans and other kinds of plans with historical
references
• Largescaled architecturalelementson the exteriorssuch as doors
Examplesof buildingswith referencesto Neo-Classicism in the Culturepark:
.; <;imento(Cement) Pavilion
.; Rumania Pavilion (1939)
.; Great BritainPavilion (1937)
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J'
./ Great BritainPavilion (1939)
./ French Pavilion (1939) by M. Gautier
./ Italy Pavilion (1939)
./ Greek Pavilion
Figure 4.6- Plan of the Rumania Pavilion,
1939 (fromOrel and C;egen,1939,
pg.204)
Figure4.7- Rumania Pavilion, 1939 (fromOrel and C;egen,1939, pg. 204)
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Figure 4.8-Great BritainPavilion,
1937 (fromTansu,
1937, pg. 328)
Figure 4.9- Great BritainPavilion,
1939 (fromOrel and
<;egen,1939,pg. 204)
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Figure 4.10- French Pavilion, 1939(fromOrel and ~ec;en,1939,pg. 207)
Figure 4.11- ItalyPavilion, 1939 (fromOrel and ~ec;en,1939,pg. 205)
Figure4.12- Greek Pavilion (fromTurkmenogluArchive)
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Figure 4.13- Cement (<;imento)Pavilion (fromTurkmenogluArchive)
4.2.ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS THAT REFLECT THE MODERNIST
MOVEMENT
Thesebuildings are reflective of the modernist aesthetic understanding and
resembleexamples from the European architecture of the period. In these
buildings,reinforced concrete is used in a sophisticated manner. Buildings that
reflecthe modernist movement possess the characteristics of "Stage 1 and
Stage2of the Republican Period", depicted in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3.1 and
2.2.3.2(Batur, 1998). In these buildings, a profound modernist aesthetic
understandingand simplicity is dominant. These buildings may be the most
successfulexamples of architecture in the izmir Culturepark that convey the
propagandamission of the Turkish revolution in the modernist manner. Although
someof the buildings in this group are the pavilions of foreign countries, the
majoritycomprises pavilion buildings, designed and constructed to represent
Turkishgovernmentalorganizations,by the Turkish architectsand designers of the
period.
In these buildings, generally the distinguishing aesthetic principles of the
InternationalStyle are apparent. According to Hitchcock and Johnson (1995, p.
29),thereare three main principles of the InternationalStyle: "Emphasis upon
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volume-spaceenclosed by thin planes or surfaces as opposed to the suggestion
of mass and solidity; regularity as opposed to the symmetry or other kinds of
obviousbalance; and lastly dependence upon the intrinsicelegance of materials,
technicalperfection and fine proportions, as opposed to applied ornament." In
otherwords, as a new concept in architecture,volume replaces mass. Secondly,
somethingother than axial symmetry serves as the major means of ordering
design;this other tool is named regularity. Another important feature is that
ornamentationdoes not exist as itdid in the buildingswith historicalreferences.
These buildings can be roughly categorized into six groups according to their
formalfeatures. In general, it is notpossible to speak of definiteplan schemes, but
usuallywith the asymmetrical organization of primary geometric forms the new
orthogonaland prismatic language can be observed. In almost all the buildings,
small-or large-scaled reinforcedconcrete is used as a constructionmaterial.The
methodsof reinforced concrete skeleton constructionhave freed the planning of
thesebuildings from conforming to the rigid lines of masonry structures. The
isolatedsupports interfere hardly at all with the free exhibition spaces and
circulation.The exterior walls are usually mere screens,. thus planning becomes
absolutelypliant to the needs of function. In spite of all the difficulties, terrace
coveringsare preferred insteadof slanted roofs.
4.2.1.EXAMPLES FROM GROUP 1
Thebuildingsof Group 1 are those which mostly have circular planned spaces or
roundedcorners accompanied by horizontal windows. These non-rectangular
shapes,especially since they occur seldomly, introduce an aesthetic element,
whichis highly positive. The architects have bravely broken the discipline of
regularity.These curves are elementsthathave given these buildingsan aesthetic
valueand also a strongly personal expression of the architect.Since these curved
formsare relatively expensive, their contributionto the aesthetical value of the
buildingis substantial.
Whenthe building is small-scaled and semi-open, horizontal openings are
observed.In some of these buildings such as the Yalova Pavilion, there is the
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usage of horizontal masses along with towers to create harmony. If circular
elementsare not used in the plan, they are employed in the corners, on the third
dimension.Some of these examples might have been influenced by Eurpean
architectssuch as E. Mendelsohn or J.J.P. Oud (Figures 4.14 and 4.15). In the
buildingsof Oud, there is abundant use of horizontality in the composition of
designs.Simplicity and consistency are apparent even in the execution of very
complexprojects. The asymmetricorder in his designs is another reflectionof his
independencefrom historicalreferences.
Figure 4.14- Sketches by
E. Mendelsohn for
Schocken Store in
Stuttgart(from
Gympel, 1996, pg.
87)
Figure4.15- Housing Estate by J.J.P. Oud, 1924 (fromGympel, 1996, pg. 89)
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Thefeaturesof the buildingsin Group 1 can be listedas follows:
• The use of spaces with circular plans, or rectangularplans with rounded
corners.
• The use of horizontalwindows or openings
• The use of terrace coverings insteadof eaves and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and slabs
• The use of plasteras finishing material
Examplesof buildings from Group 1 in the Culturepark:
~ Ticaret Odalan (Chambers of Commerce) Pavilion (1937)
~ Orman <;iftligi(Forest Farm) Pavilion (1938)
~ Yalova Pavilion (1937)
~ Bomonti Beers Pavilion (1936)
~ Pertev Pavilion (1936)
~ Modello Pavilion (1936)
~ Klzllay (Red Crescent) Pavilion (1936)
~ Fair Casino (1936)
Figure4.16- izmir Chamber of Commerce (Ticaret Odasl) Pavilion, 1937 (from
Tansu, 1937,pg. 327)
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Figure 4.17- Yalova Pavilion, 1937 (fromTansu, 1937,pg. 326)
igure4.18- Turyag Pavilion, 1937 (fromTansu, 1937,pg. 328)
gure 4.19- Orman C;iftligi(Forest Farm) Pavilion, 1938,on the left (fromTansu,
38, pg. 248)
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Figure 4.20- Bomonti Beers Pavilion, 1936 (fromTurkmenogluArchive)
Figure 4.21- Pertev Pavilion, 1936
(fromTurkmenogluArchive)
Figure4.22- Modello Pavilion, 1936
(fromTurkmenogluArchive)
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Figure 4.23- Red Crescent (Klzllay) Pavilion, 1936 (fromTurkmenogluArchive)
Figure4.24- Fair Casino, 1936 (fromEyuce Archive)
4.2.2.EXAMPLES FROM GROUP 2
Architectsdiffer from each other in the ways they apply principles of regularity.
Somearrangeall the elements of theirdesign with a single bounding featuresuch
asthecolonnade in the Poland Pavilion. Variance among architects is more overt
in elements where function does not dictate a certain form. Colonnades
surroundingthe buildingsare elementsthatprovidethis freedom,and are common
featuresof the buildings of group 2.
The purpose of these colonnades is sometimes attributedto the hot climate of
izmirduringthe time of the izmir Fair, which began at the end of August and
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continueduntil the beginning of September. However, this is only an educated
guess.The use of colonnades in these buildings is differentfrom those described
in section 4.1.2. with their scale and construction materials. The columns
surroundingthese buildings are slender and mostly have rectangular profiles.
Insteadof neoclassical pediments,a thinner horizontal line is present, hintingthe
terraceroofs behind them. The buildings have terrace coverings. Horizontal lines
canbe observed on their facades, sometimesin the form of a window.
Thecompetitionprojectof Leonid and Wesnin for the Soviet Palace (Figure 4.25),
althoughmuch larger in scale, has some similaritiesto the pavilion buildings of
Group2 with the cylindricaltower and the colonnade surrounding the building on
thegroundfloor.
Figure4.25- Competitionentryfor the Soviet Palace by Leonid and Wesnin, 1933
(fromGympel,1996, pg. 85)
Anotherexample with the colonnade and the cylindricaltower is the Villa Savoye
byLeCorbusier(Figures 26 a and b). The images of the two buildingsare different
fromeach other, the Villa Savoye being one of the pioneer buildings of
modernism,with its scale and horizontal ribbonwindows, is closer to the Pavilion
buildingsof the Culturepark.Maybe these buildingsmighthave been influentialon
theTurkish architects and the Pavilion buildings of Group 2, since their
photographswere published in the Arkitektmagazine those years.
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Figure 4.26a- Villa Savoye by Le Corbusier, 1928-1930,exteriorview (fromBaker,
1996, pg. 178)
Figure 4.26b- Villa Savoye by Le Corbusier, 1928-1930, viewing inside the
colonnade(from Banham, 1980,pg. 302)
The featuresof the buildings in Group 2 can be listed as follows:
• The use of round corners accompanyingprismaticblocks
• The use of horizontalwindows or openings
• The use of terrace coverings insteadof eaves and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcrete frames and slabs
• The use of plaster as finishing material
• The use of corners for windows or entrances
• The use of semi-open colonnade surroundingthe building on the ground
floors.
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Examplesof buildings from Group 2 in the Culturepark:
./ Eastern ($ark) Carpet IndustryPavilion (1937)
./ Manisa Pavilion (1938)by Mazhar Resmor
./ State Monopoly (inhisarlar)Pavilion (1936)
./ September 9 (9 Eylul) Gate (1939)by Ferruh Orel
./ Polland Pavilion (1939),by a Polish architect
Figure 4.27- Eastern ($ark) Carpet Industry Pavilion (1937) (from Tansu, 1937,
pg.327)
Figure4.28- Manisa Pavilion, 1938 (fromTansu, 1938,pg. 249)
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Figure 4.29- State Monopoly (inhisarlar) Pavilion, 1936, exterior view (from,
Uzman,1936,pg.286)
Figure4.30- State Monopoly (inhisarlar) Pavilion, 1936, nightview (from, Uzman,
1936, pg.287)
Figure 4.31- State Monopoly
(inhisarlar) Pavilion, 1936,
plan (from, Uzman, 1936,
pg.288)
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Figure 4.32- September 9 (9 Eylul) Gate, 1939 (from Orel and <;e<;en,1939, pg.
201)
Figure 4.33- Polland Pavilion, 1939(fromOrel and <;e<;en,1939,pg. 206)
4.2.3.EXAMPLES FROM GROUP 3
Thebuildingsof Group 3 differfromthe previousexamples mainlyby the absence
ofroundcorners or circular spaced plans. These buildings are constitutedof very
simplegeometric forms. In most of the examples, there are accentuated, central
entrancesto the Pavilions, supporting the symmetrical order. The supports in
skeletonconstruction are normally and typically equidistantlyspaced, thus most
reinforcedconcrete buildings have an underlying regular rhythm that is clearly
seenbeforethe outside surfaces are applied. The beauty of these buildings arise
fromthe expression of the characteristic orderliness of structure. The similarity
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between these vertical elements and orderly facades, express an underlying
regularity.This expression is visibly consistent. The only exception is the i~Bank
Pavilion of 1938. The vertical lines in the facades are emphasized at least as
muchthe horizontal lines, in search of harmony. The buildings of Group 3 carry
thecharacteristicsof Stage 3 depicted in Chapter 2.2.3.3.
Thefeatures of the buildingsfrom Group 3 can be listedas follows:
• The use of vertical lines on the facades as well as horizontal lines
• The use of terracecoverings insteadof eaves and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcrete frames and slabs
• The use of plasteras finishing material
• Symmetricalarrangements
Examplesof buildingsfrom Group 3 in the Culturepark:
-/ i~Bank Pavilion (1936)
-/ i~Bank Pavilion (1938)
-/ i~Bank Pavilion (1939) by Mazhar Resmor
-/ Turyag Pavilion (1936)
-/ Greek Pavilion (1937)
Figure 4.34- i~Bank
Pavilion, 1936
(from<;izer,1936,
pg.290)
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Figure 4.35- i~Bank Pavilion, 1938(fromTansu, 1938, pg.245)
Figure 4.36- i~Bank Pavilion, 1939 (fromOrel and <;egen,1939, pg. 203)
Figure4.37- Turyag Pavilion, 1936 (from<;izer,1936, pg. 290)
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Figure 4.38- Greek Pavilion,
1937 (fromTansu, 1937,
pg. 327)
4.2.4EXAMPLES FROM GROUP 4
Theexamples of the buildingsof Group 4 are moretransparentin comparisonwith
therestof the architecturalartefactsof the Culturepark. Frames are used in these
buildings, sometimes in the form of glass walls. The facades give a clear
distinction between supports and loads, frames and fillings. These pavillion
buildings might be reflective of some of the specific trends of modernist
architecturein Europe (Figures 4.39 and 4.40). In these buildings, the effect of
massand of static solidity have disappeared and have been replaced by the effect
of volume and of plane surfaces bounding a volume. The prime architectural
symbolin these buildings is the open box. They are actually mere planes
surroundinga volume. With the skeleton construction enveloped only by a
protectivescreen, the architectshave achievedthe effectof the surface of volume.
Figure 4.39- Studio House in Paris by
Andre Lurgat,1926
(from Banham, 1980, pg. 232)
Figure4.40- Pavillion de l'Esprit Nouveau
for the Exposition des Arts
Decoratifs in Paris by
Le Corbusier, 1925
(from Banham, 1980,pg. 236)
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The only buildingof this group witha roof/terraceis the State Monopoly Pavilion of
1938. The terrace is used as a semi-open space instead of the surrounding
colonnade.
The features of the buildingsfrom Group 4 can be listed as follows:
• The use glass walls - oftentwo stories high
• The use of terracecoverings insteadof eaves and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and slabs
• The use of plasteras finishingmaterial
• The use of frames
Examplesof buildings from Group 4 in the Culturepark:
./ inhisarlar (State Monopoly) Pavilion (1938)
./ Greek Pavilion (1938)
./ Italy Pavilion (1938)
Figure 4.41- State Monopoly (inhisarlar) Pavilion, 1938 (from Tansu, 1938, pg.
245)
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Figure 4.42- Greek Pavilion, 1938(fromTansu, 1938, pg. 246)
Figure 4.43- Italy Pavilion, 1938 (fromTansu, 1938,pg. 247)
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4.2.5 EXAMPLES FROM GROUP 5
In the pavillion buildings of Group 5, semi-open spaces are used for exhibition
purposes. Therefore the use of the reiforcedconcrete frame system (Figure 4.44)
can be observed very clearly in these examples. The freedom and slenderness of
these buildings is due to the use of reinforcedconcrete and the skeleton frames.
With the use of reinforced concrete, the builders obtained light systems of
constructions without endangering the solidity of structure. "In the conflict that
obtains between the two elements of construction, solidity and open space,
everythingseems to show that the principle of free spaces will prevail, that the
palaces and houses of the future will be floded with air and light." (Salomon
Reinach,from Hitchcock and Johnson, 1995,p:33.)
Figure 4.44- Domino System by Le Corbusier (fromBaker, 1996, pg. 63)
Thefeatures of the buildingsfrom Group 4 can be listed as follows:
• The use of semi-open spaces
• The use of terrace coverings insteadof eaves and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and slabs
• The use of plasteras finishingmaterial
Examplesof buildings from Group 5 in the Culturepark:
./ Turkish Sugar Factories Pavilion (1936)
./ izmir Pamuk Mensucat (CottonTextiles) Pavilion (1937)
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Figure 4.45- Turkish Sugar Factories Pavilion, 1936 (fromTurkmenogluArchive)
Figure 4.46- izmir Cotton Textiles (Pamuk Mensucat) Pavilion, 1937 (from
TurkmenogluArchive)
4.2.6EXAMPLES FROM GROUP 6
Inthebuildingsof Group 6, the use of vivacious prismaticbJocks can be observed.
Thesebuildings are unique exampleswith dynamic masses. The use of horizontal
andverticalelements is harmonious in the masses of these buildings.The clarity
ofthe impression ov volume can be observed in these buildings. The projecting
partsof the buildings do not appear as solid blocks due to the use of large
openings in the form of windows. Especially in the Culture Pavilion, the
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independentsupportingskeleton is clearly seen behind the glasses. The windows
of this group of buildings constitute an aesthetically important element of
architecture, therefore the way they were handled is majorl~yimportant in the
exteriordesign of the pavilionbuildings.They are very effective in the appearance
of the projectingvolumes.
Figure 4.47- Hilversum Town Hall by William Dudok, 1926-1928 (from Curtis,
1987,pg. 181)
Figure 4.48- Villa Schwob by Le Corbusier, 1916 (fromBaker, 1996,pg. 178)
The featuresof the buildingsfrom Group 6 can be listedas follows:
• The use of prismatic blocks with the use of circular forms In the
entrances, terraces or staircases
• The use of verticalwindows or openings, and circularwindows
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• The use of terrace coverings insteadof eaves and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and slabs
• The use of plasteras finishingmaterial
Examplesof buildings from Group 6 in the Culturepark:
./ Health Museum (1937)
./ Culture Pavilion (1939)by Bruno Taut
Figure 4.49- Health Museum, 1937 (fromTansu, 1937,pg. 326)
Figure 4:50- Culture Pavilion, 1939 (fromOrel and C;egen,1939, pg. 202)
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Sumerbank Pavilion:
The Pavillion of Sumerbank is an importantexample from the Culturepark. It was
designed and constructedin 1936 by one of the most prominentTurkish architects
of the period, Seyfi Arkan. The buildingis uniquewith its curved horizontalmasses
and is in the front line of modern architetureboth in Turkey and in Europe. It is
interestingthat the exteriorview of the Guggenheim Museum built by Frank Lloyd
Wright almost ten years later in 1943 resembles the Sumerbank Pavillion.
Although the comparison of Figures 4.51 and 4.52 with 4.53 reveals these
similarities, it is not possible to state that one was influenced by the other.
However, very likely the two buildings had similar concerns and design ideas.
This, in a way, shows that the Turkish architectsof the period were ahead of their
time,and that the state of architecturein Turkey afterthe formationof the Turkish
Republic until the rise of the Second National Architectural Trend should be
analyzed more thoroughlyand in depth in order to understandthe motivationand
ideas of the firstTurkish Architectsof the young Turkish Republic.
Figure 4.51- Sumerbank Pavilion, 1936, by Seyfi Arkan, exterior view (from
TurkmenogluArchive)
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Figure 4.52- SOmerbank Pavilion, 1936, by Seyfi Arkan, night view (from
TOrkmenogluArchive)
Figure 4.53- Guggenheim Museum, New York by F.L.Wright, 1943 (from
Frampton,1992, pg. 189)
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CHAPTER 5:
CONCLUSION
This thesis has aimed to evaluate a specified window of architecturalexpression,
exposition/fair architecture, in izmir during the foundation period of the Turkish
Republic.Apparently, a thoroughanalysis of a very rigorous period in the historyof
a nation with a rich cultural heritage can involve multiple interactingfactors of
which government policies and cultural identityrelating to architectureconstitute
onlya small fraction.
During the analysis of the buildings In the Culturepark, the ephemeral
characteristic has been emphasized as a major determining factor in design.
However, another very important attribute of architectural expression in the
Cultureparkis the influence of the historical setting, namely, the intersectionwith
thewesternizationand modernizationeffortsof a nascent nationthathas achieved
an impressivevictoryin the war of independenceagainst imperialism.
One of the most importantfunctions of the izmir Fair was to prove to the whole
World and the citizens of the Country itself that Turkey was an economically and
industriallygrowing country.This mission constitutesthe major distinctionbetween
the izmir Fair and other similar events in the World during that period. Therefore,
thepropaganda element sin the izmir Cultureparkbuildingsare not only the result
of being "exposition/fair"buildings. Probably because of this same dual function,
thebuildings of the izmir Culturepark are also differentfrom other governmental
buildingsin the countrywith a propaganda mission.
Although Culturepark architecture can best be described as having an overall
modernistexpression regarding the form and design, these buildings have a
uniqueidentity.However, not all of the buildings fall into this generally observed
category.Together with the buildings designed with a modernist approach, there
aresome buildings that reflectthe continuingtrend of the pre-1930 understanding
andcontain historical references. In this respect, the izmir Culturepark reflectsthe
cosmopolitanstructurethat is observed throughoutTurkey.
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The objectiveof the study has been to analyze and understandthe architecturein
the izmir Cultureparkwithina confinedframe, limitedbothtemporallyand spatially,
and to relate architectural expression to the political atmosphere during the
foundationperiod of the Turkish Republic.
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APPENDIX
MEMORIES I RECOLLECTIONS I ANECDOTES
A.1. CONFERANCE ON THE "CUTL TUREPARK AND THE iZMiR FAIR" BY
TURAN MU$KARA
Dear friends, I greet you wholeheartedly,
Beloved Ya~ar, a child, a writer and a researcher of Izmir, wanted me to narrate
my recollectionsof the "Cultureparkand The Izmir Fair". As most of the habitants
of izmir, I had almost become a part of the Fair. Thank you Ya~ar Aksoy; here I
am addressing my friends from izmir. To be able to assemble al the years
overflowing with memories from the Fair and Culturepark in a short talk would
require competence. To aid myself in trying to accomplish this expertise and to
ensure that I do notjump from one topic to the next, I have writtenmytalk.
The Cultureparkand the izmir InternationalFair couple was initiatedby two events
and graduallytransformed into its presentdimensions.
Our Culturepark,which is the charm of izmir, a major source of oxygen, and the
enjoyment emerging from bonding with nature today, was initially founded on a
burntarea after the invasion of the city following World War I. Who would have
thoughtof it...?
The founding of our izmir InternationalFair dates back to the opening of the "9thof
September Exhibition" in 1927 which was established by the izmir Chamber of
Commerce to "Display the produce and marketed goods to the public to help
invigoratecommerce" in accordance with the new legislativechanges, declared in
1926.
There were a few earlier attemptsto organize this exhibitwith the name "Local
Products Exhibit", in connection with the Congress of Economics, with the
participationof local and foreign enterprises, in the garden of the "Mithatpa~a
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Meslek Lisesi". While the participationof foreign companies was initiallylimitedto
3-4, in 1928 it had reached 155 and this exhibitcontinued its activityin 1933with
the name "9th of September Fair" in the region where the "BOyOkEfes Oteli" is
located today. It follows then, that the grandfather of today's izmir International
Fair is the "Local Products Exhibits"which precedes 1927, while the father is the
"9th of September Fair"which commencedin 1933.
Afterwards, the related events went through a metamorphosis and this
transformationgained impetus. In 1934, the Turkish National Soccer Team was
invitedto Moscow. There were 4-5 players in the team from izmir.The dimensions
of this event were planned to be extended to involve an izmir-Moscow game as
well.
Suat Yurtkoru, the Vice Mayor of Izmir and the representativeof the Federation,
was leading the team from izmir. Suat Yurtkoru went to Moscow with this mission.
He likes the "Public and Youth Park" that he sees during his expeditions in
Moscow, very much. He talks with the administratorsof the Park and tells them
that he is the Vice Mayor of izmir.The administratorsof the Park give him a plan
of the park. There is also a parachutetower in the park. He takes some picturesof
this tower as well. On his return, he explains all this material and tells his
impressions in great detail to Dr. Behget Uz. There was no time to loose. Dr.
Behget Uz decides that the burnt area and remaining ruins that cover a central
part of the city should be cleaned to constructa Park according to the plans they
have, and he brings this issue to the City Council. This issue is discussed in the
City Council in great detail,withemphasis on the difficultiesof gettingrid of the dirt
and rubble; finally, the construction of a park on the suggested burnt area is
approvedwith unanimous vote. This decision gets great support, specificallyfrom
ismet inbnO, and another visit to Moscow is accomplished to collect any missing
information.With the plans that arrivedfrom Moscow, the technical departmentof
the Municipality of izmir prepares the application plans for the parachute tower.
1935 is the year of getting rid of the rubble, constructing a wall surrounding the
Park area, dumping soil where needed, and palantingtrees. In 1936, the majority
of the Culturepark is ready to be utilizedand a ceremony marks the inauguration
of the Park. The governor Fazlr GOleg, Dr. Behget Uz, the President of the
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Chamber of Commerce, Suat Yurtkoru and persons from protocolare present and
the ribbon is cut.A few monthsafterthis inauguralceremony,"izmir Fair" becomes
functional. As a result of continuing efforts, in the following years the exhibit
becomes an InternationalFair.
My Friends,
Then, all of us posses family-sized, vivid, beautiful memories of the Culturepark
and the Fair, remembered like a dream. I also have personal memories of the
izmir Exhibitions, Fairs and the Culturepark. Our family was visiting the "9th of
September Exhibition" in 1927 located in the garden of "Sanatlar Mektebi". I was
only 5 years old. Then I saw the 1933"9th of September izmir Fair", locatedbehind
the Statue thatyear and all the years to follow. In the 1933fair, the pavilionswere
mostlysmall rooms.
In a 3x4 chamber, a man was doing something using a press with an arm and
saying things like "Now these are manufacturedin Turkey; we should be proud!"
The industrialproduct that he was manufacturingwas simply pressing the bleach
(9ivit)pouringfrom the storage space above in powdered form, into a compressed
formthatcould be packaged.
The bleach mentioned (9ivit) was a supplement to laundry that could not be
abandoned those days. The expertise and the words of that man, and the
packaged bleach was a source of pride in the year 1933.Who would have thought
of it...?
In 1934, I had seen the blueprints of the plans of the Public Park that Suat
Yurtkoru (my aunt's son) had brought from Moscow, in his office in the
municipality.A team was working on those plans.
In 1936, I had experiencedthe happiness of participatingin the opening ceremony
of the Culturepark and of being included in the photographof the "ribboncutting"
ceremonywith myjunior high school cap on my head.
Furthermore, I was involved with Fair Business (fuarclllk) between 1950-54.
People who were constructingpavilions for the fair, organizing or working on any
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relatedactivityin the fair were called "Fuarcl" (doing business relatedto the Fair).
Sometimes a pavilion would be totally constructed within a single night. I was
involvedwith doing the electricalinstallationwork for many pavilionsduring 1950-
54 and had earned a good amountof money.
Talking of memories, if we moveto the "family-sized",we have to mentionthe two
magnolia trees that my father Talat Bey gave to Dr. Behc;etUz as a gift.The two
big magnolia trees located on two sides of the grandiose Lozan Gate entrance
were taken out of the garden of our house in Kar~lyaka, as carefully as the
possibilities of the time allowed, and were planted into their current place in
Culturepark. The magnolia trees liked their new place and developed into the
naturalmarvels they are today.Again, the early years of the Culturepark...Colonel
Osman Tufan Bey (who was a friend of Atlf inan, Urla's Mayor, and who later
became my father in law) and family had a garden with a pine grove by the
stream.About 50 trees were donated from this pine grove, which were taken out
by a team from the municipality,and plantedin the part of the cultureparkreferred
to as the pine grove. These are some of the unforgettablememories in our family.
InitiallyCulturepark was designed as a culturaldistrict for izmir with a population
of 180 000, in accordance with its name and involvingvarious relatedelements.
The Park was presenting the habitants of izmir an extensive cultural service
throughperipheral surroundingroads for horseback riding, bicycling,and walking,
a rose garden, a pine grove, an artificialpond with an island, a circus space, a
museumspace, an open theater,a parachutetower, restaurants. It still does.
And especially the zoo had attracted remarkable attention. Furthermore, a
shootingfield was constructedfor the citizens. Most of us have practicedshooting
inthatfield. The Tennis Club was founded on the 4th year of the Culturepark.The
citizenswere not quite satisfiedwith courts scatteredthroughoutthe city'svarious
neighborhoods, and most of these courts were private. Because of these
reasons, the establishment of a Tennis Club in the Culturepark was very
appealing and this club has promoted the training of many successful tennis
players. In the years to follow, the Tennis Club has contributedto the social lifeof
izmiras a colorful and friendlyhub.
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Beloved citizens of izmir,we have to recognize the value of our Culturepark. Let's
hope that the administrators,people in responsible positions and planners do not
overload our Culturepark with concrete. Let's hope they decrease the number of
buildings in the Cultureparkand preventthe park from loosing its identity.I want to
repeat,dear habitantsof izmir,we have to appreciatethe value of the Culturepark,
we have to see it as our paradisegarden and be scrupulous in protectingit.
I greet you all with affectionand wish you healthand happiness.
Turan Mu~kara
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A.2. THE PANAROMA OF THE iZMiR INTERNATIONAL FAIR, THROUGH THE
RECOLLECTIONS OF TURAN MU~KARA
• Year 1935,the populationof Turkey is 16,160,000.
• The Cultureparkopens in 1936.
• In 1936 izmir Fair begins to be operativein the Culturepark.
• Year 1942,The izmir Fair cannot be opened due to the war.
• Between 1940 and 1950, continued development in the planting of trees and
flowers.
• In 1947 the Association of Fairs accredits the izmir Fair as an International
Fair.
• Year 1948,Turkey joins GECD and the Izmir InternationalFair is recognizedas
an importanteventfor propaganda.
• In the years 1968-1970 forty (40) countries participate in the izmir Fair and
even the need for a Fair Quota is discussed
• In the years 1973 and 1974a decrease is observed in foreign participation
• In 1975 the izmir InternationalFair is discussed in a panel discussion; Dundar
Soyer, AydemirA~klnand ihsan Alyanak propose some innovations.
• In 1976the practiceof specialtyfairs begin.
• The September12 1980 event has negativereflectionson the izmir Fair. Some
foreign countriesconclude theirexhibitionsbefore the officialclosing of the Fair
and returnto their countries. However this event is overlooked in the following
years.
• In 1968,The InternationalFairs Association, UFI, holds its business meetingin
izmir.This event served to promotethe participationof Russia and Africa in the
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Fair.
• In 1990 iZFA$ (izmir Fuarclilk Hizmetleri KOltorve Sanat EtkinlikleriA.$. =
izmir Fair Services, Cultural and Artistic Activities Commercial Company) was
founded.
• iZFA$ offers 31 500 m20f open- and 26 000 m2 of closed-space to be
employed for Fair services.
• Currently the ismet in6nO Arts Center, accommodating 760 people, Atatork
Open-air theater, accommodating 3 000 people, <;amllk Senar Theater,
accommodating 1 000 people, iZFA$ Art Gallery, Zoo, and the Center for
Youth is serving the public.
• The dimensions of the construction in the Culturepark, against green space,
are a major cause of concern, and today preventive measures to reduce this
ratioto acceptable levels are being considered.
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A.3. A NEWSPAPER PIECE BY MEKKi SAiT, ON THE PREPARATION FOR
THE FAIR
The beautiful izmir will welcome and entertaintens of thousands of guests for a
period of nearly one-and-a-half months, starting these days. Last year, Fair's
visitors had left two-an-a-half million lira to the city. This years' preparation is
cheerfully interpreted as evidence for significant increase in expected visitors.
There is apparent preparatoryactivityeven in the smallest cold drink or meatball
shops: Signs are rewritten, windows are cleaned, counters are painted, and
utensilsare renewed.
On the one hand, the municipalityis continuouslyregulatingand controllingthese
activitiesand on the other, is supervising and aiding the businessmen. This is no
joke; guests will have to be entertained! Furthermore, these guests are not
strangerssent by God who will be contentwithwhatever is served to them, nor are
they in any way similar to distantfamilymemberswho rush to your summer resort.
These are guests who have left two-and-a-half million liras to the city. These
honored people have to be treatedwith respect and distinctionin order to ensure
that they are pleased and spend five millionliras this year and come in increasing
numbersto visit izmir at this time in the years to come...
Especially the businessmen have so candidly grasped this notion that they are
being extremelycautious and meticulousin any type of preparation.
On the one side, the menus are beingexamined:"Your price for the rice pilaf is too
high, seven-an-a half-kuru~is enough!" On the other side, the businessmen are
confidentthat all these precautionstaken, all the preparation,the cleaning up, the
low prices, and the assistance will be to theirbenefit.Without showing the slightest
sign of doubt as to "-Whether I may suffer loss?", the merchantsreply immediately:
"-Yes sir, seven-and-a-half kuru~is appropriate!".
The conversationbelow is taken from an open-air restaurantlocated at the back of
the fair:
"-What is this, is the salad a hundred para?"
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"-We are serving greens with the maincourse: green peppers, rocket,etc. We also
have tomatoes. But if the customerswish to get an extra servingof Ege salad with
good qualityoil and vinegar,thenwe will charge one hundred para..."
Furtherdown, a complaint:
"I will have to bring electricians from Ankara or istanbul. Electric installation
business in the fair has been exaggeratedlyexpanded. Because of their effortsto
turnnight into day, I do not have any electriciansworking in my constructionsite!"
The city is being decorated all over...AII the roads leading to the fair have been
covered with concrete: The guests, even if they choose to lie on their sides, will
not sink in the mud*!
The owners of some lots had wooden fences built on the side facing the roads:
The guests should not see the dirt and rubble!Those who were building houses
close to the fair had their construction stopped during the fair period for one
month:The outfitof the guests should be preventedfrom dust!
Pamphlets were prepared in abundance, manyvolumes of books were published,
huge posters and signs were made!
Would you like to learn how many hotels, guesthouses, restaurants,cafes, movie
theaters, gardens, entertainment places there are in izmir? Here are their
addresses, their prices...Here are the schedules and rates for porters,boats, cars,
busses, carriages, trams, trains,ferries...
On the other side, booklets are distributedto the citizens of izmir, saying: "Let's be
good to our guests, let's do everythingto make them feel comfortable, let's offer
help if they are in need, let's work all together, hand-in-hand".On the other side,
huge signs are posted in places thatwill catch the eyes of the visitors: "We are at
your service. If you have a slightestcomplaint,we would be offended not to learn
it.Here are the phone numbers!"
. To lie on the side and sink in the mud" (Yan yatmak r;:amurabatmak) is a slang term in Turkish
implyingthat if you are after too much comfort,there is the danger of makingthings worse.
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An elderly men sitting in the coffee house by the water fountain (~adlrvan)under
the cool shadow of a plane tree, tells a fellow man sitting by him as he inhales
from his water pipe: "We are nativesof izmir,but I wish I was also a visitor!"
In spite of his over seventy years of age, this intelligentand lively residentof izmir
was intentionallytalkingout loudto make sure that I, a guest, heardwhat he said.
Well, now in izmir the preparationfor the Fair continues likethis...
Mekki Sait
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A. 3. OPPOSITION
(Sonmezdag (1978),based on Hamdi Re~itGulla~,1949fair,
Berrin matbaasl, izmir)
Since June was already leftbehind,when the preparationbegan, itwas impossible
to use money from the budgetsof the Municipalityor the City. It was dangerousto
start working with the available budget. Furthermore, some citizens were very
critically against the project and were opposing. Examples from the type of
arguments and anecdotes that were common during the initial phase ar given
below:
"Sir, is this man insane? Can the budgetof this poor municipalityendure the heavy
load thatwill be needed to realizethe magnificentdreams?"
"Culturepark...Why would this citywant a Fair? This is like another fancy comb for
our bald head.'"
"Apparently,we have completedall that needs to be done and now it is timeto get
involved in this exhibition and park business...Alas ...Millions of liras of this
miserable nation is being spent..."
"Dear, is there a slightestpossibilityfor any tree to grow on that burntarea..."
These criticisms continued until the completionof the whole project and naturally
made it even harderto cope withthe hardwork.
This is a Turkish proverb (Kel ba~a~im~irtarak) indicatingthat what is being done is redundant
considering the prevailingsituation.
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A. 4. A CHILD'S WISH
(Sonmezdag (1978),based on Anadolu Gazetesi, 27 Feb. 1936)
Vaslf <;lnarBoulevard was constructedwith the help of privatebus entrepreneurs.
The work starting 1 January 1936and was continuouslycarriedout day and night.
Public, as well as the administrators, had started to show interest in this
construction work and were observing the developments closely. Everyone,
grown-up or child was curiously waiting to see the outcome. Below is a letter
written by K. GOnay, a 4th grade student from the $ehit Fadll elementary school
(School No: 96), on 27 February 1936,addressed to the Mayor:
"The construction work for the fair has started which made us very happy. We
have learned that many things that will benefit the nation will carried out on this
land, which is now being surrounded by walls. But don't we, as students, deserve
to see living animals like deer, hippopotamus, alligator, lion or tiger, like the
children of other developed countries, ratherthan seeing the pictureof a rabbitor
a thin line representinga snake or heavy shadow describingan elephant.
If among other things your are planing,you can give us the opportunityto visit the
zoo, we will be pleased to find a useful school for ourselves."
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A. 5. AN INTERVIEW WITH HARBi HOTAN:
Harbi Hotan, born on 1918 in Istanbul,is an eminentarchitectwho graduatedfrom
GClzelSanatlar Akademisi (currentlyknown as Mimar Sinan University, School of
Architecture). He worked as an architect in izmir and designed some pavilion
buildingsfor the Culturepark He is also a writerand is currentlyworking on a book
relatingto the Ottomanperiod architecture.
He welcomed my requestto do an interviewwith himon the Culturepark.
The following interviewwas realized in the pleasant atmosphere of his house in
Alsancak, izmir.
YClksel PagCln: Do you remember how the Culturepark was planned and put to
life?
Harbi Hotan: The idea was initiatedfollowing the visit of a group of people to
Russia, some of whom were appointed in the Municipality.After the visit,the plans
.of the Moscow Culturepark, including the parachute tower, were obtained and
modified by a team in the municipality of izmir. The initial plan involved a
peripheral road around the Culturepark grounds and passageways leading to
various entrances.
Y.P.: I know thatyou have designed the Pakistan pavilionfor the Culturepark.How
was this projectcommissionedto you?
H.H.: Although I do not rememberthe exact dates, it was the year when Pakistan
was separated from India and gained its freedom". Immediately after having
declared her independence, Pakistan wanted to be represented in the
International izmir Fair since participationin the Fair was a good opportunityto
establishthe new status of a nation.The ambassador of Pakistan to Turkey visited
the municipalityof izmir and expressed his wish to have a pavilion building for
Pavilion in the Fair. The municipality came to me with this proposal, and I
Pakistan was separated from India and declared her independence in 1947
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accepted the job a littlehesitantlybecause there was very littletime to prepare. I
immediatelywent to the nationallibraryand searched all the books availableabout
India. I startedto design the buildingbased on the impressions from those books.
First, I drew a perspective illustrationof the suggested building,which was sent to
the ambassador who had returnedto istanbul.The ambassador was impressedby
the drawing and wanted me to continuewith the job. This is how the buildingwas
realized,and here is the photograph(Figure 1).
Figure A.1- Pakistan pavilionby Harbi Hotan (fromthe Harbi Hotan archive)
Y.P.: Can you also give some informationon your buildings in the Culturepark,
otherthan the Pakistan Pavilion?
H.H.: I have another pavilion building designed after 1950 for an industrial
company, but I do not remember the name. During the same period, I also
designed a pavilion building for France, but currently the only remaining part of
that building are the walls, and they do not give any hint as to what the building
looked like.
Y.P.: How were the plans for the Cultureparkbuildings were obtained? How were
the architectsassigned? Were there any general principles such as competitions,
tendering, invitations,etc.?
H.H.: I do not recall any competitionrelatingto the fair. If there were competitions,
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I would have rememberedbecause I used to followcompetitionsvery closely and I
have awards from 17 competitionsthat I had participatedin. However, for some
internationalpavilions, people from abroad, in charge of construction,would come
to izmir about 6 weeks before the opening date of the fair, would reach an
·agreementwith an architect, and have the buildingdesigned and constructed in
haste. There were no general guidelines for designing and constructingbuildings
in the fair.
Y.P.: Do you rememberany of the architectswho designed buildingsfor the izmir
Fair and which of the buildingsthey designed?
H.H.: UnfortunatelyI do not rememberwhich buildingwas designed by whom, but
I can say that Mr. Necmeddin Emre and the former principal of the izmir
Culturepark had designed some buildings for the izmir Fair but, as I said I do not
know which ones they were. This is about all I can recall about the izmir Fair in its
earlieryears.
Y.P.: Thank you very much for speaking with me sharing your knowledge.
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Bursa Pavilion
GreatBritan
Pavilion (1937)
GreatBritan
Pavilion (1939)
Examoles
Evkaf Pavilion
Cimento(Cement)
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French Pavilion
(1939)
• The use of verticallystrippedforms
• Disciplined repetitioncan beobservedin
the facades
• The use of an axial order
• The use of symmetry
• Threepartiteorganizations
• The use of pediments
• The use of peristyleplans andotherkinds
of planswith historical references
• Largescaled architecturalelementson the
exteriorssuch as doors
• Decorativeelementsin thefacades
• Use of arches in thewindows and other
openings
• Distinctiveformationof externalelements,
such as windows, on differentfloors
• The use of classical architecturaldetails in
the transitionelements
• The use of false domes
• The use of cut stone
Neo-
Classical
Style
First
National
Architecture
Style
Architecturalproductswithhistoricalreferences
Stvle I Characteristicfeatures
GreekPavilion
1
Architectural products that reflect the Modernist Movement
Stvle I Characteristic features Examoles
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izmir Chamber
of Commerc
• The use of spaces with circular plans, or
rectangular plans with rounded corners.
• The use of horizontal windows or openings
• The use of terrace coverings instead of
eaves and roofs
• The use of reinforced concrete frames and
slabs
• The use of plaster as finishing material
Group 1
Group 2
• The use of round corners accompanying
prismaticblocks
• The use of horizontalwindows or openings
• The use of terracecoverings insteadof eaves
and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and
slabs
• The use of plasteras finishingmaterial
• The use of corners forwindows or entrances
• The use of semi-open colonnade surrondingthe
buildingon the groundfloors. I September 9 Gate
Bomonti Beers Pavilion Yalova Pavilion
State Monopoly Pavilion
Poland Pavilion
2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Group 6
• The use of vertical lines on the facades as well
as horizontallines
• The use of terracecoverings insteadof eaves
and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and
slabs
• The use of plasteras finishingmaterial
• Symmetricalarrangements
• The use glass walls - oftentwo stories high
• The use of terracecoverings insteadof eaves
and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and
slabs
• The use of plasteras finishing material
• The use of frames
• The use of semi-open spaces
• The use of terracecoverings insteadof eaves
and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and
slabs
• The use of plaster as finishing material
• The use of prismaticblocks withthe use of
circularforms in the entrances,terracesor
staircases
• The use of verticalwindows or openings, and
circularwindows
• The use of terracecoverings insteadof eaves
and roofs
• The use of reinforcedconcreteframes and
slabs
• The use of olaster as finishina material
Health Museum
(1937)
3
Culture Pavilion
(1939)
ItalyPavilion
(1938)
Izmir Cotton
Textiles
Pavilion (1937)
Sumerbank Pavilion
(1936)
